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First.—That the dairy business cannot
be learned in one day, one month, or
\
one year, even if one does read all he can
•otor*i
about the business.
Reading about the
dairy, and running the dairy are two
1
L. BUCK,
different things. There are things we
must practice, before we will learn thein.
Surgeon Dentist,
Milking is one of the things; we become
MAINE.
smI TH PARIS,
expert only by practice. One who can
\
,ιιy best work warrante·).
start and milk a steady gait will have
better results than the one that milks
ii p. Junes,
fast, then slow, then fast again. We
must learn to milk a steady gait and as
Dec tiit,
fast as it is possible fur us to keep it up,
till the cow is milked dry. Feeding is
MAINE.
NORWAY,
another thing we must experience before
4.
to
13—1
to
• >:T:
Hour·—»
What each
we can feed successfully.
cow wants and the quantity she wants
f. SMITH,
we must learu by actual practico.
Second.—It is almost impossible to
Attorney at Law,
buy a number one dairy cow: she is
MAINE.
NORWAY,
seldom, if ever, for sale, and if she is
Collection* a Spec laity.
HUm k.
Η·
for sale, a friend or neighbor will get
her. We cannot tell the value of a dairy
■
f liRU Κ Λ PAKE.
cow until we have milked her through
one period of lactation and used the
at
Law,
Attorneys
scales and tester in determining the
MAINE.
She
KETHBL,
ι, îantity and quality of her milk.
Kllerv C. Park.
\ : llion K. Herrlck.
may have a perfect shaped body and
udder, and yet be defective in some way.
I'HIN ·». HARLOW,
She may have the self-milking habit, a
kicker, a breachy cow, or hold her milk
Attorney at Law,
and not let it come down as she should,
MAINE.
UXnim
or some other habit that would make
her an unprofitable cow. The safest
11' RIGHT 4 WHEELER,
way is to raise the dairy herd by careful
selection of daiu and sire, and using
the very best milk strain to be had.
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law, only
have learned that a cow will
Third.—1
MAINE.
SOUTH PARIS.
fail to yield her owner a profit on an
Alton C. Wheeler.
Jami·» s. Wright.
empty stomach and the shady side of a
barb wire fence for shelter. She must
be satisfied with both feed and shelter
for 24 hours a day, seven days a week
and *2 weeks iu a year, in order to be
profitable. Comfort means profit with
W'e carry a good line of
If she is satisfied she will not
a cow.
need an iron yoke, or a crotch of a Cottonwood, to keep her from going through
the fence.
Fourth.—I have learned that keeping
of each cow's milk, of both
a record
quantity and quality, will promote better care in feeding, also promote better
The time it takes to do this
cows.
»
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Cement sidewalks made in iS und
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Cement steps made to order.
South Paris, Maine.
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touches the cow's leg while railkiug she
will kick, tbiuking the dot; is after her.
I used to think it was impossible to get
along without a dog to drive the cows
with, but since 1 have been without one
the cows are so much quieter and the
I have no
cows do not offer to kick.
fault to find with dogs for other cattle.
Eighth.—That it pays to keep the cows
clean,· and also the stable by having a
floor of some kind and a gutter about
seven or eight inches deep and sixteen
or eighteen inches wide behind the cows;
it is theu an easy matter to keep the cow
and stable clean. The barn should be
cleaned both morning and night; also
the heifer calf that is kept in a clean
and dry place till she becomes a cow
will uot lie in tilth if she can help it;
also if a heifer calf is provided with
clean water and not allowed to drink
out of a mud puddle it will bo hard to
have
get her to drink filthy water. I
three Jersey cows and one heifer that
were kept and raised in a pasture that
had only a mud puddle for them to
drink out of and, after I got them they
would drink out of a mud puddle before
they would drink out of a tank, when
none of the other cows would do this.
Ninth,—By feeding the cows after
milking, the milk will not have any
disagreeable odor from the feed we may
give them. In my part of the couutry
with wild
we are bothered very much
onions or garlic in the pasture, and for a.
few weeks in the spring we could hardly
we
use either milk or butter, but when
take the cows out of the pasture three
or four hours before milking, the smell
of onions canuot be detected in the milk

Wood the comCorrespondence solicited. or butter.
Tenth.—That sugar beets and sugar
H. D. COLE,
beet tops luake very good feed, but must
liryant'e Pond, Me.

All kinds of

ing

quieter.
» III

ICE, COAL,
LIME, CEMENT j
—

amounts to but very little, and will detect the robbers in the herd.
Fifth.—I have learned in the past
season that my cows, running in the
four
pasture would fall off gradually for
i»r five weeks, then after a good shower
they would go back to their former
yield per day. If 1 had supplied them
with feed during that timj», my profit
would have been much greater.
Sixth.—That it pays to get a good
milk breed. They are generally of a
kinder disposition and when you feed a
dairy cow she will show it in the milk
part and not in laying on of flesh; with
the half breed it is just the reverse.
Seventh.—That it pays better to run
The cows are
a dairy without a dog.
Λ dog that will nip their heels

Pulp

be fed carefully or they will cause the
milk to have a peculiar odor. Should
not be fed heavy if cows are kept in the
barn all the "time on account of the

12th, 1905.

strong odor they

HILLS,

Jeweler and Graduate

Optician.

Il»
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WANTED

cause.

Tops make

much better feed if cured, but if fed very
heavy it will take a long time to churn
the cream.
Eleventh.—I have learned that a calf
given alfalfa hay as soon as it will eat it
will make a better calf than on any
I ever fed. I have
other

roughuess
as good

calves on separated,
skimmed milk, oil cake and alfalfa hay
raised running with a cow.
as can be
Oil cake and alfalfa hay are cheaper
than butter fat.
Twelfth—I have learned that it will
take years to build up a very good dairy
herd "and that we must be very careful
in breeding aud purchasing our herd.
My plan in starting out would be to purchase good heifers, just a little before
become fresh.
By careful selection

raised

they

and care one can build up a good herd
in a few years.
Thirteenth.—I have learned a great
in the past year, no doubt have
deal
Into
made
handsome,
and have th"m
learned
only what others in the dairy
deelrable
business have learned years ago, and
I expect to learu a great deal more if
I stay in the business. I intend to stay
at about one half the co»t of any rug
in it, too. I find that it requires attenyou can buy. Send for booklet M.
tion every day, we have no days off; we
do not have to wait till the end of the
NOVELTY KIXJ CO.,
it
year for harvest, it comes every day ;
CongreM Street.
is a very good teacher to teach oue to
MAINE.
PORTLAND.
we
tend strictly to business. When
work by the month or day and we lay
off a day one's pay stops, too; we would
lay off a great many «lays if we could lay
off and draw pay, too. In the dairy
Peeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Hem- business, if we neglect our work for one
lock 2nd I'oplar, delivered ou car* at day, we do not only suffer loss for that
find it is a
any Κ. K. Station frotu Pownal to Betbel, day but for days to come. I
that bas a
the coming year.
very good business for one
them
it
teaches
E. W. PEN LEY, Weet Paris.
family growing up for
and
industrious
helpful, but I
J. M. DAY, Bryant's Pond.
to be
have learned that I cannot tell the boys
May 30, 1W4.
to go and do this or that, but when I am
with the boys and say come and let's do
PARKER'S
this or that thing, we can accomplish
HAIR BALSAMhmir.
| Clean» «κ! N-eut.fVi· the
something. My wife and 1 expect to
1
fturnuM ft
have a day off once in a while by and by
Never Valla to Rertore Orejr I
Color.
H -.ir to It» Youthfui
and know that the work Will not be
Curo acmlp J>«n * h-. HlUng.
It is an occupation that is
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neglected.
healthy because

bas the pure article
Pure milk, pure butter and
one

for food.
veal and plenty of exercise will
Paris, Maine, May 22, 1905. make the doctor wiah he had a fow cowa
the drug establishforbidden to milk. It beat· all for
All persona are
ments in the world
health; neither
of Colum- do we need
trespassing on the
drugs to keep the pure
refuse or tak- article sweet; we draw it fresh every 18
bia Panris
hours. What do you want better?—A.
stones from the stone walls.
H. Harris in New England Farmer.
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roundings and some are even making
themselves wretched because of such an

intense desire to get away from the
farm. They can see no charm in rural
life and their greatest wish in life is to
get to the city and this, too, in face of
the fact that there can be no better place
for a home than on the farm. I believe
one of the principal causes for this unrest and distaste of the farm is in the
lack of proper training in childhood. I
am sure that in a measure the class of
reading matter introduced into the home
is responsible for many of these fancies
tbat lead to this discontent. If story
the
papers of the dime novel style form
larger part of one's reading and agricultural papers are ignored as being too
"vulgar" and commonplace, what else
can b« expected than that the young
people will get the wrong impression of
farm life? The farmer who neglects to
take a number of agricultural papers is
making a grave mistake. If one has a
taste for reading, and every one should
have, there is opportunity on the farm
to gratify this taste if one will but take
advantage of the spare moments as they
But something should be read
occur.
that will in some way have a tendency
for the upbuilding of the person who
reads it.
I have in mind many farm homes the
surroundings of which are perfectly
charming. There is good living, too, on
the farm. In the summer, such nice,
fresh vegetables and berries, with apples

the year round and meats, homegrown
and fattened, of the choicest grown anywhere. Iudeed the farmer may be sure
of something to eat. Why, when I come
in from the field to dinner and eee such
a grand meal provided, and nearly all of
it grown right at home on the farm, I
feel most thankful because we own a
farm.
It is nice to take a vacation now and
then away from the farm or even an
excursion to see new objects and get
* rest, but it is always good to return to
the farm and take up the duties again.
The quiet of the farm, where one can
read and think, as compared with the
rush, rumble and clatter of the large
îity, is very pleasing; and, if one wishes
for greater seclusion, how charming to
retire to the woods and there l'sten to
the songs of the birds, or the chatter of
the squirrels as they chase each other
from tree to tree. At other times how
pleasant is the companionship of our
iomestic animals! When the sheep and
.•attle gather around you with an expectant look, what a degree of pleasure
there is in handing out to them a taste

jf salt or some apples accompanied with
:arrots! They appreciate all this and I
:ertainly enjoy ministering to their
leeds summer or winter. This kind of
:are makes them tractable and more
easily handled. It pays, too. I do not
ike to see animals run away to as far a
corner as can be found when you go inI like to have
:o the pasture or yard.
them come up and be friendly. All
these and many more attractions might
t>e mentioned as adding to the whole
that goes to make up the blessings of
the farmer's home where independence
reigns to a greater extent than elsewhere.—F. II. I)ow, Corning, Ν. Y., in
S'ew England Farmer.
Buuer.

may deny the doing
things without lose, but to put off
illuming when the cream is ripe is not
η the list, writes an Ohio dairy womau
The mietake
η American Agriculturist.
must not be made of thinking that butft is being
ler is made by churning,
made from the time the milk is drawn
until it is churned. No amount of doctoring will cure a poor quality of butter.
It is of the utmost importance that the
:hurn be scrupulously clean and sweet
«melling before using. In order to have
it so it must be washed immediately
after using, scalded and set where it will
t>e thoroughly aired and dried. Kinsing
in lime water occasionally is of benefit
ind will remove the musty odors which
lometimes linger around churns. The
putting of cold water into the churn
ifter cleansing, as practiced by seme
lairymon, is not to be recommended, as
very unpleasant odor will be developed in a day or two, especially if the
tveather is warm. After scalding the
.'hum, preparatory to using, it must be
rinsed in cold water or else a woody
smell will be imparted to the cream.
All wooden utensils used in dairy work
ihould be washed in tepid water first
lud afterward scalded, rinsed and dried.
The dishcloth must never be used in
work. If a clotb is necessary it
One

of many

Jairy

must be for that one use. Wooden ware
be cleansed more rapidly, neatly
»nd satisfactorily with the aid of a
brush; either rice straw or bristle brush
should be kept for this purpose alone.
We prefer to ealt butter after it is removed from the churn rather than brine
*alt it. We salt at the rate of one and
[>ne-half ounces per pound and think it
idds to the keeping qualities of the butter so prepared. We work lengthy,
just enough to incorporate the salt
evenly, without mashing and smeariug
it. We press and touch it lightly and
laintily, shape it or cut it into any desired form aud pack it ready for market.
The sooner it is delivered the better.
The delicate aroma which all wellmade butter has is very evanscent, and
when made in rolls or packages exposure to the air soon dissipates this deliCold storage does not help
sate flavor.
to retain this flavor. Packing in jars so
as to exclude the air is the only way to
.•an

retain it. The market value of butter
depends upon its flavor more than any
Dther quality. Appearance should be
given due prominence, but flavor is paramount.

The Farm Horse in Summer.
I make it a practice to give to work
horses some grass commencing by the
tirst of May, turning them out as soon
as their grain is eaten and puttiug them
in the stable again before dark, says
Cyrus Green in Cultivator. A little
grass, a roll and a taste of dirt affords
them much pleasure and it takes but
little time to do it. Between the house
and barn there i· about one third of an
acre and no stock but horses are allowed
in this enclosure, and not even these
when it is soft enough to injure the grass.
At most the horses cannot get far from
the stable, and when wanted I catch one
and the rest follow. They soon get used
to this and consider it a part of their
daily routine. It takes but little time to
atteud to it, and great benefit is derived
from it. A grass diet is uot conducive
to hard work, as it causes too much
sweating and that has an inclination to
weaken the system, but grass in limited
quantities is beneficial to a horse as an
appetizer. A man may be well fed on
substantiate but he likes a little pie and
cake just the same.
I do not like the practice of turning
the horses out at night while hard work
is on hand, for a horse with a stomach
full of wet grass is in no condition for a
forenoon's work. Also, the horse that
has been on his feet most of the night
gathering provender is not in oondition
for work the next day. With all other
suitable environments a horse must lie
down and rest and sleep to put him in
the best condition for a day's work, and
there is nothing like a well bedded stall
to favor this.
Clean bedding is as necessary in duck
houses as in stables. Ducks will wash
their feet and feathers, if giveu a chance,

but only clean bedding can keep
wholesome air in their house.

a

NOTICE.
All bin* contracte·] against the town of Pari*
No aninftl will deteriorate so rapidly
we
Many docks of sheep are stunted the
on the highway, either labor or material,
want presented for pay mont on or before the lat first summer by not caring for the lambs from neglect, or show so marked an
«lay of every month
They should be made to grow Improvement for good keep as well bred
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from tlie table,
with a nigh. "Save souie of that roast
duck for uie," were his parting words
to the head steward.

The lieutenant

+»

PERCIE W. HART

of the

The night pet in dark and overcast
The air was heavy with the feel of an
approaching storm center. While in
no sense of the word quiet and subdued. the watch below were not nearly so I>oisterous as usual. There was
considerable letter writing and some
reverential Bible handling, but for

*

American Pre» Anociatioo

mc.jf part (lie men utilized thoir ham'.«il as they could be swung.
mocks as
The searchlights of tho two liostlle
ileits l:ej î li.wliiiig here, there and
everywhere :ι·< they watebed with jealou.; vig .;u-e for signs of any imtowar.l movement on the part of one another. In the early portion of the tlrst
uioritii.'g watch the oUicer of the deck
on boar;· lite K'liode Island was hanging over the taffrail, gazing somewhat
met*lianlc:t!Iy at tlie gvg.^u.* phosphorescent swirl of the wave crests, when a
sea hail from close at hand aroused

Τ Ζ.

<*
the latest enthusiast. He has just been
to see uic about having the men suplilied with a crazy kind of bullet proof
coat tiiat he has had patented. Had α
model of the thing with him too. Lot

IIE regular pacing of ilie sentry from side to side upon the
level deck showed more than
anything else that the huge
floating mass of machinery mid guns
was lying ut anchor in a sheltered haWith one eye and one ear alert
ven.
l'or possible disturbance of his present
quiet, the marine utilized his other eye
and ear tor matters of a personal and
private nature. l"p forward a crowd

of big steel spangles like, sewed on
thick felt. Something on the idea of
old chain armor, only Todds' variety of
it looked more like fish scales than anything else. It's true enough, as he says,
that the men about the superstructure
are well nigh unprotected, but how on
earth cuu you ask the enemy to fire

of jackies were disporting themselves
One couple
in accustomed fashion.
had on boxing gloves, and their own
agility, combined with the criticisms of
surrounding mates, promised skill of no
mean order in this form of manly exercise.
A little apart from the rest
and slightly screened from the full ef-

upon strictly nonprofessional
his chief.
Now, the specific order of the navy
department had so decreed that the
gallant 1'iiitcd States battleship lthode
Island should be oue of a fleet dispatched to contest the enemy's pasAfter many weary days of
sage.
watchful cruising one of the fast little
dispatch boats came scurrying bark to
the main body with the news that there
was a big bank of smoke to windward.
Almost Immediately strings of colored
flags began going up and down upon
the signal halyards of the American
versed

pect.
An Individual ratber sliort ami stout
in ligure came putting up the steep ladder leading from tbe berth deck. Without pausing to watch the glove contest,
now in its tinal and most exciting
round, he slowly made his way aft.

you."

To show mer' reTodds!
marked the captain somewhat wearily.
Theii motioning with his right haud he
bade the other follow him.
Carefully holding what appeared to
be some sort of au article of wearing
apparel between his two pudgy hands,
aud poising it iu midair as if he feared
that even the soft coûtait of his own

person might result iu mutual injury,
the visitor obeyed his commanding officer's gesture and trotted aloug be-

''A*'big

man-of-war vessel of tne oiu
fashioned type was a veritable village
atlont, but a modern specimen of the
On the broad
same class Is a city.
aud open deck of the old time frigate,
where cattle roamed the spar deck and
in
motherly hens raised their families
the longboats, was felt the freedom
of village life, but not so on the monIlere Is well
ster modern Ironclad.

the compact ami busy city.
Does not the ever present trolley bring
the coal from bunker to furnace and
The
carry ammunition to the guusV
machine shops are well equipped factories in every sense of the word.
Electric light wires aud water mains
run in all directions, and cement paved decks are laid wherever they may
seem to be necessary.
Both villages and cities, moreover.
lH».«ses&craftsmen of various kiuds. and
such useful individuals are never lackfrom a warship's complement. In

represented

ing

the bygone days salhnakers, riggers,
were
carpenters aud spun yarn weavers
absolutely essential. These have been

succeeded In our present generation by
stokers, pipe titters, bollermakers and
electric linemen, but many of the other
old callings continue to flourish In
spite of the evolution from wooden
hulls to steel ones and fro:* shaking
out the reefs in sails to piling on coal
in the furnaces. Among those ship's
craftsmen who have thus survived the

of change, and almost as Important
in these days of well fitting though
simple uniforms as in those of cruder
shape and laxish adornment, Is that of
the master tailor. It may take nine
shore tailor* to make a man, but one 011
shipboard often turns out very creditaera

ble specimens.
Obadlah Todds (so was he entered upon the books of the United States battleship Rhode Island) had scarcely t>een
Inside the captain's cabin two minutes
before he emerged therefrom hurriedly
and very red In the face. The sentry
grinned derisively, but Todds never
even scowled back at him.
"Foolish, is Itï" he muttered as he
returned to his quarters forward.
"Foolish and nonsensical! Well, maybe
It Is, and then, again, maybe It Isn't.
Now, If he had said that there was no
money available for supplying them at
the moment I'd feel different. However, I may get a chance to try the thiug
before long, and then we'll see."
And he carefully placed the big bundle of cloth out of harm's way aud betook himself to his ordiuary duties.
Obadiah Todds was a product of New
England, a section of country which
has brought to light more lugeulous
contrivances for aiding aud supplementing the work of man than any other similar stretch of territory upon the
whole globe's face. As became one of
bis blood, Obadlah was an Inveterate
inventor. Hie very latest scheme had

just been most emphatically denounced
by his captain. But still-followlug the
blood strain which has given us sewing
machines, typewriters aud thousands
of other similarly useful articles In
spite of much more serious obstacles
than their simple denouncement by an
official—Obadlah cherished his project
as tenderly as ever.
"I really believe that oar whole company has gone crazy upon the subject

-nie

percentage

z™ ^ SS
Zi* involving complete

lierai urd slummed dmcn hard on
lever and shouted a dozen orders.

ters, she danced about 1h
movement.
tall figure

"With one or two good
the
of the carotid artery, 1
lp J
front their conversation at the mes.
table one might almost imagine that
the chief surgeon and his assistant re
•mrded the couriug action as one especially designed to increase their store
tone

never

a

ceasing

Upon her tiny bridge a
wrapped iu a dripping sea

Cape stood crect.
'•Is that you, Ned?" replied Mortimer, for the watch officer was none
other, in astonished tones.
"Yes, it's Ned—Ned Ilntton," again
spoke the other.
"What are you heading that way
fori" been η Mortimer. "You're sure-

«"

suuuuriMB

ii'···

f·*;

utive warship's flag signals were
scarcely necessary to establish this
last fact, however; for one of her two
stubby masts was among the missing,
and a portion of her superstructure
had been cleared away with all the
nicety of which a chance shot at long
οι

crew

stripped

to the waist and went seriously to
work. The huge shackles and clamps
which hold the big masses of metal
rigid lu a seaway were thrown off and
each gun duly loaded with the particular variety of ammunition for which It
had an appetite. This latter fodder was
already being delivered from the magazines below by the perspiring aud

other ship looks rather larger."
"So she is," assented the skipper
grimly. "According to reports, she must

lined up with much greater
accuracy of interval and Its course
changed so as to head directly toward
the suspicious bank of smoke.
Some little while after another small
craft, an unprotected cruiser this
time, came back to report the enemy
The diminas actually close at hand.

warships

capable.

With this third and final order, before

commencing action the

"We ought to fetch in between those
two liiggest fellows," remarked the
younger officer in a peculiarly sweet
tone of voice. "The one on the starboard is Just about our size, but the

and little steam lauuehes darted
hither and thither through the fleet.
The rather straggling procession of

"Eh,

is in the air.

coat.

crows

range is

"Cast loose and provide!" exultantly
cried the commander, for even such
things as micrometer scales and cubes
of smokeless powder have not been
sufficient to destroy the ancient lust of
battle when the breath of the enemy

of voice.

^

be a first class battleship, although they
have nominally rated lier as a second.
She Is one-third again our tonnage and
throws very nearly twice the weight of
broadside metal.
"Did you notice that Todds. the master tailor, had put on his bullet proof
coat?" observed Mortimer, with a
broad grin.

"No," laughed Beresford. "Where Is

his station?"
"At one of the secondary gun tubs,"
replied Mortimer.
"lie must

oe

loony

ou me

suujuci,

said the skipper. "It's the safest place
on the whole ship."
While this little conversation was
proceeding the ft .uiinander never ceased watching his own deck, the other
vessels and the enemy's tleet fro; ι the
varions slits and eyeholes of the conning tower. At frequent intervals he

ly not going back to"—
"Yes, we are to try to surprise them
in the rear before daylight." answered also had occasion to manipulate some
Hutton. "Now look out. I'm going to «ne or other of his various instruments.
It's a letter.
"Ah, ha! They're opening up in regthrow you something.
You need not deliver it unless—unless ular order," he muttered as a puff of
of professional knowledge.
«moke followed by a very fair report
"Did you see liutton when you were something happens."
finish his sen- came from the headmost of the eneto
waiting
Scarcely
this
aboard the Midget
tence, Hutton's arm swung back, and my's ships.
mieried Mortimer of Loplncouit
a chunk of lead with a sheet of note
A small black object hurtled across
passed the latter a desired
about it laud- the water, cutting the top of the waves
•Yes" replied the one addressed. paper wrapped tightly
in its progress and sinking in a white
white ed upou the deck at Mortimer's feet.
looked awfully
"Poor chap
"Goodby, old fellow," cried the tall smother of foam near at hand.
around the gills, and so were all of his
"Trying distance with their six Inch
figure upon the torpedo boat's bridge.
"Goodby, Ned, old chap!" answered rifles," laconically observed the youth1 suppose?" Interrogated
Mortimer, gulping something hard ful olllcer. "I should call it not much

they

were

on

voyage,

several

S:;«uof«wte.

started onward, and the searchlight
swinging forward once again left her
in impenetrable obscurity.
Some hours later there was a quick
I glow in the distant sky, followed by the
dull roar of an explosion that promised
much. It certainly came from the diu, «»a
rection in which the enemy's fleet lay.
Soon affer the sound of brisk cannonannlv for that command i"
-lie always was a torpedo enthusi- ading was distinctly audible. In a
and save
ast even when we were at Annapolis short time this also ceased,
for the never resting flashes from the
tnffetlicr." replied Mortimer.
"Bv the bye. somebody told me that huge reflect t;s nothing again disturbed
the sullen quii I of the night.
mSrial °"
The morning sun came up behind a
sailed?" queried Lopiucourt curiously.
bank of clouds, casting its glinting
the other, somewhat beam from one foam topped wave to
The great opaque masses,
"The date had been fixed be- another.
tioiv
fore hostilities were reckoned
tossing and wallowing about upon the
upon, surface, once agaiu became visible to
mid it was carried out accordingly.
He married my the eye in all their uncanny detail of
his best man.
cousin Lily Hodman."
guus and turrets. Far down on the
■
You ilou't say so!" ejacolateatwin- horizon the hulls of the enemy's fleet
rnurt "Gad! How romantic! I remem
were now distinctly visible.
But of the little torpedo boat Midget
ber having seen Miss Hodman that was.
Thev mnst make a tine looking couple, there was not the slightest sign.
"It's horribly like chess," remarked
for she certainly is a devilish handthe executive officer to Captain Berestrained stewards flitted ford as they stood upon th.> flying
noiselessly about supplying the «ants bridge together. "Of course any player
of their uniformed superlo s, for it was would sacrifice a pawn In order to take

to hold on. calm as it is toduj. Η
κ», ο.* »' ω»
Thrown against the edge of thi gun
Horrible! Another poor fellow was so battered up that 1 took him
me t. the flagship M treatment
Whatever possessed Hut ton to

;t"Î;

shleîd
will

Z

bwthj-ith

JÏÙ

j

,Γ

L"Ye*1""replied

"vas

8°Theglwell

uow twilight, and no battle could wtll
be fought until the morrow.
It is good to see men eat heartily at
"
is especially good to see
leaders of other men eat heartily just
coming dangers. The account
of
of It, passed along from the

ITlt

before^

Reward

the otiicers' mess to the marine corporal and so from boatswains mate to
able seaman and loblolly boy, will have
almost as much effect upon the common enemy as the great armor pierc

Vïïîlyintheir

reposing

pc.u t
casings far down below

ine projectiles now

so

the water line.
"I heard an awfully good story w hen
I was west last summer," began
It
era in his usual iuane fashion.
seems-er-that there had been a cyclone quite recently. Most astound
things, those cyclones. Er-1 was as
Bured by any number of reputable cltl
But 1 11 tell yon the story-

^inlth|
j

ZT-cr-

er—and you can Judge for yourselves.
You see"—
_.
"What weight of broadside per minute do you figure that the enemy can

actually

throw! sir?"

querled

B^wn-

portentous tone of voice.
Brownson, it may be remembered, was
|the same individual who hellevedthat
he could give lessons regarding the
son

;

In

a

proper verniers for range finders to the
whole ordnance bureau.
"I'm sure I don't know,' replied Lieu-

Jan, Beresfortl,

like to hear the rest of Smlthere cy

flagship calling capanof Improvement in the latest Improved tains' conference at once, sir,
modern methods of naval warfare," re- nounced an orderly, entering the mess
marked Captain Be res ford somewhat room hurriedly and saluting as be
Irritably to his aid, who had Just en- I gpoke.
tered the cabin. "The shin's tailor is

opponent's castles. I premay be considered as having
won in this first move!"
"How soV" interrogated the com
mander eagerly.
"The Midget has certainly blown up
one

of his

sume we

very biggest battleships,"
replied the other, taking the glass down
from his eyes as he spoke. "But, upon
the other hand, their destroyers have
undoubtedly made short work of her
one

of

their'

before she could get away."
Both men were silent for a time.
"Good!" ejaculated the captain at
last in η particularly mild mannered
and satisfied tone. "Unless I am greatly mistaken the 'make ready' signal
is going up <»u the flagship!"
"Aye, aye, sir," reported the grizzled
old quartermaster. "There it Is!"
"Clear ship for action!" bellowed the

over

wa>fe.

if α whole magazine had exthe ship reeled and staggered
like u sore stricken man, and two cigars with their ends bitten off lay rolling from side to side, unnoticed, upon
the floor of the conning tower.
"A lucky shot indeed! They've spoiled the working of our main battery In
great shape!" howled Beresford. with
bloodshot eyes and lips foaming in
"Let her go, Brownson!" ho
rage.
roar as

ploded;

yelled again.
Scarcely were the words well put of
his mouth before the ship aguiu reeled,
only this time it was in recoil from her
own discharge.
captain.
"Turn about Is fair play, my bullies!"
on
by laughed Beresford discordantly. "That
At these few words, passed
the boatswain η ml his mates from deck shot must huve found Its way somehow
to deck and from divi;!on to division to her very vltuls. Looks us If her machinery had suffered, the way her
steam Is blowing off."

What

Humors?

In half a minute the action hud begeneral. The reports from the
They arc vitiated or morbid fluids cou»· mighty ten and twelve Inch rifles, the
Ing the veins and affecting the tissues. concussion of which often bursts blood
They are commonly due to defective diges- vessels in strong men's beads, were
tion but ure sometimes inherited.
roaring and resounding upon every
How do they manifest themselves f
hand. The by no means insiguiiicunt
In many forms of cutaneous eruption,
secondary batteries served to till in the
salt rheum or eczema, pimples and bolls,
gaps, and the crackle and rattle from
and In weakness, languor, general debility. the small arms were completely indisHow are they expelled f By
tinguishable. Now were to be seen the

are

Hood's Sarsaparilla

the hurried whispering of Mortimer.
"It's yersllf that"—
Tho rest of his sentence was lost In
another lurch of the badly mauled
ship, accompanied by the reverberations of the heavy cannonading, increased a thousandfold by the conductivity of tho steel docks overhead.
"Xiver mind the coal, byes!" shouted

tho giant exuberantly, yet making no
move toward relinquishing his formidable weapon. "In wid the iuargency

And may the saints in hivin
that gets to worruk lasht
of al1!" he added piously.
Partly from habit, a little by reason
of shame, hut mostly through the desire of evading the certainty of Patsoy's terrible blows, the stokers now
•stuffed their furnaces with that myssthuff!

help the

compound

of cotton waste, o'l,
as "emerIts efii et was at <>t: e
gency fuel."
The st· i.i gauges fa!: '.y
ipparent.
s
l'a>>cd, while the inifiistiy h it ti.i
belched outward iu spite of laictic 1
doors and licked the un.ai ceilings f.>r
terious

half their breadth.
Once ag'in the ship M;:;:geivd boncath the shock of the eu.-my'··» cauiioliade.
>>

ilill π

IUU

III.Ht» »

ι*

V...

neisV" suddenly «Ionian 'd olio of (lie
iuo>t unruly workers. "iaoy've scaioely tired at all. aud we've been takin'
r nmds by t!u· hundr* d!"
"It's dlsh;;b!ed 'ail our ρ 'ipers be.

darllnt," cried I'ntsoy Joyously, "s.j we
are goiu' to ram tiie blo»uliy ottld"
Willi a howl like a pack of hungry
wolves, tlu· tinmen ru lied in a body
for the ladder of exit.
"Iiliuu fur all yer worth, byes," com·
meuicd I'atsoy, half under his breath,
as
he leaned upon hi* weapon and
made no further effort towurd restrainill^ tliem. "It's little 1 rare now tliat
the stliaine be up, fur if sin· don't sink

bud ce.·s to her!—we'll du tin* thrick
fur her, and it'll be more by the same
token if we don't both of us «ο to the
botham anyhow, llowly murther—that
iVel" I should"—
With the round of rending plates and
crushing supers, ru turc-, tin· sb.p heeled far over lo |iori, thou righted and
«■oiiiiiH in-iil lo toll regularly from side
us

«dile.
Supers, I'ntsoy. the injured
lielilonaut and all tli·· d< bris of the furnace room v.1 ere throw η in a single
he .ρ with sinail regard for their personal convenience.
I'p in his o.tiling tower Lieutenant
to

out
looked
mournfully
llercsford
through the eye slits.
"Il scorns colli blooded work, but
then they would play ducks and drakes
with my ril'es," he murmured as he
noted the huge rent in the opposing battleship's side, with the water pouring

Then he
into it like a mill sluice.
dashed hastily buck through the overlapping passageway that led out of his
eufe nook and gave the order, "All
hands to save life!"
Hut without boats, life buoys or even
ropes this matter was not capable of
being conducted very satisfactorily.
"Enemy's flagship has hauled down

ensign, and the others are following
her lead, sir," reported one of the petty
ollieers.
Not till that instant did Beresford
notice the complete cessation of the
cannonading. The battle was over, and
the American fleet had won the day!

Far different from the trimly palnt.*d
and polished, spick and span craft
which had sailed away from port so
proudly and deliautly some few short
weeks ago were the cluster of battered
and shattered steel hulks tossing and

wallowing about In

the

heavy

sea.

But the saddest scenes of all were
within their ruined casemates aud
had best not lie described.
"Hello!" remarked Hughes as he
picked his way among the dead and
"What on enrth has this
wounded.
—

The firemen riithcd 1or tin· ladder.
els ami even men—If any reliance could
man got around him?"
bo placed upon tin* light furnished by
"It's Obadiah Todds, sir," replied the
the few electric bulbs which «till re
orderly, bringing his hand to the samaiued intact.
A
"It was his own invention.
"Ain't ye ashamed of yersilvos. ye lute.
sir."
coat,
bullet
proof
shoutwas
Irishman
tall
lazy scute!" a
"Ebï" sniffed the surgeon grimly.
lug. This forceful speaker was nake.i
"And a spent piece of shot has riooto the waist, with whatever was the
chetted from the deck and driven some
natural tint-of his skin completely «lis
of the body armor Into his vitals. If
guised in a mixture of coal. a<io-·
been stripped like the rest
ami persp'rnMou, but nevertheless In he had only
it would have been a simple contusion.
strange is:c jug.uity he b.;*l l'.ie icuiains
the man is practically as dead
of a red U.tUi.el shirt wrappetl tight- As it is,
as a doornail."
Without
neck.
his
pause
ly around
Upon the return to port of the viche cou:!nued: "Thryln* to stale up on
fleet a number of the
deck it Is you're aflher. win ye ought torious American
aud marines were made blind
to kuow that It's nayther the captain seamen
well meaning but rather too
in Ms ctulgy Iule, nor the gunners in drunk by
civilians. Incidentally this
enthusiastic
tiie
it
ingl
nor
chuuso
boxes,
y
their
dishonorable discharge
the
In
be
resulted
that
lace
caps,
neers wid their gould
States service of a
the rale inside of a tightin' ship-e'-war from the Hilled
stoker named Patin these days. Come out o' that. Dutch.v red ueckerddefed
Brown, and throw the sthuflf into ηηιη- sey.
ber noine. Rogorry, she mules It bad
Women'» Club·.
enough. Fur the love of hiviu', byes,
The British husband regards worn>ur
ml
moi
and
me
y
out
of
way
kape
en's clubs with amusement as places
tires like daeent min."
where women eat strange meals aud
thus
was
addressing
he
while
All the
put up with discomforts which would
a
rak«
huge
them he kept whirling
not lie tolerated for an hour In a man's
around his head, and several quiet bod
the Illustrated I>ondon
les lying near seemed to show that he club, says
News.
was as tluent with actions as with
words.
"Oit out d' way. Γηtsoy!"
wid de foires!"
"To

A Ontlped.
"See that man? Well, sir. he landed
In this country with bare feet, and

"The ship's a-sinkiu'!"

he's «rot millions."
lie mast bo a
"Gee whiz!

now

regular

centlpod."— Philadelphia Ledger.
Wnalrd

come

fell results of scientific warfare.
A huge battleship of the enemy blew
has
that
builds
the
which also
system
up
up, scattering death aud destruction
suffered from them.
among friend and foe alike wtthiu her
It ii the best tuodlum tot all humor*

man

iv.dn, and what not. known

eral minutes.
Upon either hand were rows of ruddj
furnace doors. All about lay coal, «'ill
ders, grate bars, rakes, buckets, shov

side and turret rifles at murderously
short range. The lighter craft of either side, such as unprotected cruisers
and commerce destroyers, hovered upon the flanks, ready to participate in
the easy victories of a rout or to en-

"D—η the vernier!" was shouted
through the tube. "You don't need
any flnder at this range. I/it them"—
But the rest of his speech was lost In a

again feebly ejacu-

prostrate lieutenant.
"Itoight ye arc. sir." he replied to

ought."

W' tout waiting for more the lieutenant darted toward the manhole
from which an iron ladder descended
to tiie furnace room still farther down.
II:· readied it just as his ship received
an ».her dii-eharge from the enemy's
bi^ guus, and the shock threw him the
whole way to the floor beneath. Half
stunned, lie lay iu a dark corner, utterly unable to move or speak for sev

once

stampeded coal heavers, Patsey came
and stooped down alongside of the

"We're all right here so far. Mortihe chuckled in reply to the
young officer's hurried explanation of
the coming move, "but the boilers don't
seem to be making steam as they

two miles."

the vernier"—

"Patsey!"

lated the sadly battered Mortimer.
"Ifowly mither! 'Tis one of the ofilchers mnkin' a social call on the lolkes
of us!" cried tho big stoker.
"Ilould yer hush, byes, while I roiivarse wld him."
So saying and still keeping a watchful eye upon the little knot of badly

mer,*'

Both fleets were now rushing toward
one another as fast as their mighty engines could take them, and the lighting
The main lightsoon became general.
ing line of each, composed of the battleships and heavier armored cruisers,
moved forward in regular column of
attack. Upon meeting they would puss
between one another's intervals and
exchange volleys from their huge broad-

own
gage in a duel with such of their
class as might offer.
"The big fellow Is swinging his fore
turret around to train on us," remarked Mortimer quietly.
With α roar like that of a lion when
about to Jump at his prey. Lieutenant
Beresford slammed down hard on α
lever and shouted a dozen orders
through as many speaking tubes. Almost Instantaneously the whole fabric
quivered as the ship Increased her already high rate of speed and fairly
leaped ahead of her comrades.
"Are you ready there. Brownson?"
called the captain through the tube
that led to the forward main battery.
"Yes. sir." came back the reply. "But

your chance here and save me usln' up my strength iu puttin' the bit of
stale on ye. Stoke up, byes! It's bother
to «lie workin' than— Whist! Who's
caillii' me?"

were

braided coat thrown to one side, was
carefully wiping off a brass mounted
reversing lever with a bunch of fresh

continued the rod neck

run

oiler-

dodglv.g hither and thither with
their long inched cans anions the pou
derously m >vaig pieces of machinery,
and the chief himself, with his gold

up!"

clothed giant, whom one of the other·
had addressed as Patsey. "It's sthame
and not cowards this ship nades. Stoke
up." he repeated in furious tones, "or
I'll brain ye one by one. Faix, ye'll
drown anyway, above or below, If tho
ship goes down, so ye molglit as well

mechanicians were stoically performing their prosaic duties just as if

'^"Seasick!

down his throat at the same time.
"Good luck to you!" he added as an
afterthought. Hut even before hu spoke
at a'.l iu reply the little vessel had

exit.
"Stoke

ous

|

Yes,"'answered

Those and many another like commeut the mutinous firemen were shouting. Hut they <*ould not seem to outargue the swinging bur of steel which
defended the only available means of

These ships, reckless and ugiy, with
human blood pouring from liieir scuppers and madmen at their helms, were
now beariug down upjn one another.
Among those of them flying American
colors was the Rhode island.
"Great Caesar's ghost!" howled Lieuteuant Beresford in wild desperation.
"What's the use of lighting expensive
battles with cheap stuff? Here we are
Just at the second waltz and not a deThose cursed eastcent rifle on board.
ings iu the carriages must have been
full of air bubbles. Contract work!
I'gh! What do we have dockyards
mil government machine shops for
anyway? They'll save a feu- dollars
and lose all before they tinlsh! Morty,
my boy." and his voice softened noticeably, "I'm going to ram that big
fellow who knocked our rifled to pièces.
Ile seems to be unmanageable and can
hardly got away from us, but his guus
It's a case of
are as bitter as ever.
must. One of us will surely have to
go to tin' bottom inside of three mill
utes. The speaking tubes are knocked
sillywise. Steam 1 must have, and I
want you to see that 1 get It I"
Below deck the young lieutenant
found a startling contrast to the scene
of riot and confusion above. The vari-

monnug^

Lopiucourt. Those
beastlv little torpedo craft just throw
themselves about like snappers upon
It «m.» i co-wd.

•We're not going to stay here and be
drowned like rats in η hole!"

previous performance.

surpassing

said?

Up in the armor Inclosed conning
tower of the Rhode Island sat Lieuwith
tenant Beresford, surrounded
speaking tubes, push buttons and various other more or less intricate signaling apparatus. With him wan Lieutenant Mortimer. Both men had unllghted
cigars tightly clinched between their
teeth, and the captain had removed linen collar and necktie, at the same time
carefully buttoning up his uniform

vessels, tall black arms wigwagged
from the bridges like inspired scare-

"Halt!*

compass, nnd one of tlie American arto the preliminary overture of their
mored cruisers went down beueatli the
shrill whistles, the men swarmed like
concentrated tire of two black monworking bees nil over the huge fighting sters, with her Kim* still being served
machine. The Rhode Island, in comand Old Glory floating detiautly at the
mon with the rest of the fleet, was
masthead. The air was poisoned with
to
her
metal
down
skin,
ready
stripped
the dust and fuuies from the various
in
her
the
foe.
Down
with
to grapple
chemical explosives, and the soot and
bowels the whole force of engineers
smoke from the overtaxed boilers lay
anil firemen were hard at it, the smoke
like a pall over the scene of carnage.
belched from out the towering stacks
There was u slight lull after the
in mighty volume, and the roar of
fleets had so passed through one ansteam escuping from the safety valves
other and were rounding up, preparashowed that even the boilers were a
tory to repeating the maneuver. Not
sharer in the general excitement of the
a single one of the surviving ships had
situation.
come out of the tlrst attack unscathed.
"Sound geueral quarters !"
Their superstructures were piactically
To the call of bugle aud rattle of demolished, and
great rents aud g.ipeven
on
soul
drum every single
board,
Ing holes were visible everywhere, iu
worker
the
Olmdiah
Todds,
including
unprotected surface and armor plating
on cloth and buttons, went to the paralike. Moreover, several of l!u;n were
ticular station assigned them. Officers
floating hulks with both eugiues and
and men entered the big turrets, manguus smashed out of all mefuiuess,
ned guns of the secondary battery,
piled knee deep with scarlet horrors,
clambered up Into the fighting tops or
and the few left alive upon tlioin unbelow
division
the
powder
Joined
able to do more than hope f >r the
decks. Tlie engineers and ilreuieu bad chance of rescue before
they were
folto
their own special lines of effort
swallowed up by the remorseless sea.
low out. Not a single idler could be
But there were still left a number of
found among the hundreds who comships upon either side with the more
posed the crew of the big lighting ship. important engines intact and many of
Of what purely commercial or munic- their
great guns capable even yet of
ipal Institution could such α thing be
their

blasphemous powder division.

topics with

at the moment merely sleeping—passing away au idle hour after
the fashion of all animals and many
His companion was reading, apmen.
parently with deep Interest, from a
for
copy of the "Iliad" in the original,
among the very lowest ranks in onr
navy, and unlike that of any other nation, you may lind what you least ex-

that"—
At this juncture it chanced that a
tall and rather elderly looking officer
came out from au adjacent cabin.
"Master Tailor Todds, sir," spoke
out the sentry, bringiug his piece to the
salute. "Something he wants to show

the surrounding blackness, was a small,
half submerged craft—a floating infernal machine—a devourer of whole ships
—a torpedo boat.
Puny and despicable enough she looked as, tossed like a
wooden chip upon the waste of wa

piucourt with soiuethiug else. Anybody would think that I was the assistant secretary of the navy by the way
they come after me."
And Lieutenant Mortimer discreetly
kept in his pocket the diagram of a
new
ami marvelous fleet evolution
which he had spent the night hours of
many weeks in formulating and con-

man was

truder genially, completely unabashed
"I
by the other's show of diguity.
waut to speak with the captain for a
minute or so. I've got a little scheme

Is Lieutenant Mortithere!
deck':" was the cry.
Instantly the quartermaster swung
his great reflector around so that its
light bore U|H>n the point from which
There, within
the volee proceeded.
biscuit throw, framed In the circle of
the searchlight's brllllaney and standing out in startling contrast against

"Ahoy

mer on

small arms at that particular
spot'/ And Todds Is just about the fifteenth today so far! One of the guuuer's mates proposed a kind of an
auger arrangement that was to be fitted upon the head of the shell, so that
it would drill cleau and clear right
through one side of a ship and out the
other. And then there has been Brown·
son with a wild and weird species of
vernier for the range tinders, and Lo-

identical, but there were certain earmarks and signs which showed, their
ratings to the nautical mind—the former as a coal passer, the latter as a
member of the gun's crew. The Irish-

This abrupt command came from the
lips of the sentry, whose single watchful eye and ear had sulliced.
"Hello, Billy," commented the In-

him.

only

fect of the sun by an iron ventilating
shaft two strangely diverse types of
humauity lay stretched out upon the
One was a big,
deck side by side.
dark complexioncd Irishman with the
grime of coal dust worn into the very
liber of his skin; the other, an undersized, ruddy cheeked youth, showed
indications of gentle upbringing in every move that he made. To tbe uninitiated their uniforms appeared to be

rose
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Hymiinthy.

Lady-Hero's a nickel. But
tvhat are you crying for. little boyî
Iiï.s h me
Little Boy—I ain't cryin'.
Kind

scorrs EMULSION won't make

a

regular face. -Hartford Tomv.nt.

a

straight, neither will it make β
short leg long, bet it feeds soft bone I

hump

back

and heals diseased bone and is among
the few genuine means of recovery in
ricket* and bone consumption.
Seed for free lanple.

SCOTT ft BOWHKTChenibU,
New Yoffc.
409-41$ Pearl Street,
joc. and ft#o; all druggut».

EvUrnre,
"The duke Is dead in love wltb her,

^

Isn't be?"

"He Is prepared to lay all bis liabilities at her feet.**—IJfe.

I
t

Gratitude has

a fluent tongue.

a

faithful memory and

j
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THE OXFORD BEARS.

ESTABLISHED ISS».

£Ue ©afford geraocrat,
ISSUED

WESDATS.

ΓΗΕ DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN

Atwood

a

Editer· ud

Forbes,

ParU Hill.

Proprietor*.

Geokuk M. Atwood

A. E. Forbes.

Klrst BaptistChurch, Her. K. O. Taylor, pastor
1'reachlng every Sunday at 10:45 A. M. Sunday
Sabbath Evening Service at
school at 12 H.
; ft' r. m. Y. P. S. C. E. Tuesday evening.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at 7 30. Cove
nant MoeUn* the last Friday before the let
3uo<lav of the month at 2:30 r. M. All not
otherwise connected are cordially lnvlte<l.
I'η lve realist Chun-b.
Sunday School every
Sunday at 10:43 a. m.

Tkkmb :—91.90 a year If paid strictly In advance,
otherwise ti-Ου a year. Single copie· 4 cent·.
AU legal advertisements
Αυτκκτίβκιικκτβ:
are given three connective Insertions for $1.30
per inch In length of column. Special contract·
made with local, transient and yearly advertis—

er·.

Miss E. Gertrude Harlow of Dixfield
was the guest of Mrs. Caroline P.Harlow at Elmhurst last week.
Howard R. Cole gave a birthday party
to a number of bis young friends last

New type, fast presses, steam
Job Prwtoo
and low prices
power, experienced workmen
combine to make this department of our business complete and popular.

Coming Events.

Charles F. Mathewson, Esq., returned
Wednesday from a business trip to New
York.
Mrs. Bart Jacob of New York with
three children arrived at "Old Brick"
last week.

ford.

Aug. 16.—Reunion Twenty third Maine Regl

ment, l.ake Grove, Auburn.
Aug. 17.—Reunion of lith Maine
South Parle.

Regiment.

Gertrude
Atwood and
Raymond
Brooks entertained a party of children

ADVERTISEMENTS.

One Refrigerator
New Goods.

the former's home last Friday.
Mrs. J. D. Billings of Newtonville,
Mass., Mrs. Olive Bean Townsend and
Master Raymond Townsend of San Jose,
Cal., and Marion Flolman of Dixtield
were recent guests at O. A. Maxim's.
Leslie E. Newell has sold a good colt
to Boston parties, and it was shipped

at

Left.

Threshing.

Price Attractions.
Aunual Mark Down Sale.
Money Saved.
Women's #10i> Russia <'alf Oxfords.
Appointment-of Administratrix.
Hebron Academy.
Notice to Stockholders.

Saturday.

A very pleasing entertainment was the
series of pantomimes given Friday evening by the Ladies' I'niversalist Circle, entitled "A Bachelor's Reveries on the Eve
of his Wedding Day." The following
took part:
Mr. Guy Bennett
Bachelor
Mis» Mo-Ian Lowell
school Girl

Mere an J There.

The statesman from Korea, who will
undertake to look out for the interests
of that unhappy portion of the earth's
surface duriug the coming peace conference, bears the peculiar name of P.
K. Yoon. It is to be hoped that he is The Summer Girl
Winter Girl
not, as his name implies, a P. K. Yoon I !;«

The Settlement Worker
The Gay Soubrette
The Artistic Girl
The Society Girl
The Rel Cross Nurse
The -lap Girl
The Oomestlc Girl
The Fencing Girl
The Bride

statesman.

There is a recent newspaper story
about a man who has been in the prison
at Joliet. 111., for
twenty-three years
uuder sentence of death, but the authorities "forgot" to execute him. This
should suggest a way out for that Vermont sheriff who would rather resign
than hang Mrs. Rogers.

day.

Robinson
Family were well
patronized at Academy Hall Wednesday
The

evening.

The fact that sterling worth is appreeven by political opponents, is
testified to by the tributes paid by men
of all parties to the memory of Daniel S.
Cleveland's
President
Lamont, once
private secretary and later a member of
his cabinet.
in your coal. There is some danger of a coal strike. The time limit
fixed by the commission which settled
the big anthracite strike is near at band,
and it is intimated that both operators
and men are spoiling for trouble when
they are again fully at liberty. Well, if
they have a strike it will at least alford
an excuse for puttiug another half-dollar permanently on the price of coal.
Perhaps the mine owners won't feel so
bad alxtut it, eh?

It is to be sure a grim subject for a
joke, nevertheless Cuba seems to have
the laii^h on the United States just now.
At the time of the Spanish war it was
declared that it would be well worth the
cost of the war for us to get hold of
Cuba, and by cleaning it up remove the
yellow fever scourge and do away with
the trouble and expense of maintaining
quarantine against Havana. We cleaned
up Cuba, and did away with the yellow
fever, according to schedule. Now the
" uuv
v. ιια»σ β
ΛΓΓίναΐΒ at
New Orleans
shoe is on the other foot.
House the past week inlias a yellow fever epidemic—yellow Mountain View
Mrs. S. T. Sistrune, Master Lefever in a virulent form—and Havana is clude:
(ΐ range Sistrune, Miss Virginia Sistrune
quarantined against that American city. and
Miss Gertrude M. Pereda, Ocala,
Florida; Captain and Mrs. Orville
An extra session of congress will meet Piukbam, Harpswell; Miss Jennie Dreyon the 11th of November, according to
Miss M. M.
ton, V. ashington, Γ). C. ;
the president's announcement.
l'arsons, Portland.
Mrs. E. A. Daniels and lier mother,
of Canton, arrivThe big Chicago teamsters' strike has Mrs. Orlando Ilayford,
off. That is ed at Prof. Daniels' last week.
been officially ordered
Merrill of Portland is a guest at
something like issuing a declaration of Mr.Mrs.
Matbewson's.
war some weeks after tighting has begun.
Miss Warren of New York, who has
been a guest at C. L. Case's, returned
Two-thirds of a million dollars" worth Saturday.
of oil and tanks were destroyed in Texas
Miss Helen Day of Montclair, X. J., is
last week. Look out for another cent a a guest at Mrs. Carter's.
lion. George Pottle of Lewiston spent
gallon.
Sunday with his family at the Hubbard
House.
Mayor Baxter of Portland gets much
Mr. Morrill Allen of Portland is a
commendatory comment for his denunHubbard House.
ciation of the "tipping" system before guest at the
the xVmerican Institute of Instruction.
Bryant's Pond.
Mr. Baxter declares that the habit of acFernald of West Poland is
Β.
M.
Hon.
cepting tips is the parent of grafting on in town this week
looking after business
It is one form of mania larger scale.
festation of the intense present-day de- at the canning factory.
Capt. I. Hall and wife have arrived at
sire to get something for nothing, or to
their cottage for the summer.
get a compensation which is utterly out
Mr. and Mrs. C. Dolloff of Winchenof proportion to the service rendered.
are v'siting his mother,
That the system is entirely unbusiuess- don, Mass.,
like, except ou the "frenzied" basis of Mrs. Loanza Mountfoit.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bartlett of Orange,
The tipbusiness, everybody knows.
V. J., arrived at the cottage of the Misses
ping system ought to go, but it is so Hartlett
Sunday.
tirmly established that it will be necesEdwin Andrews has purchased a soda
sary for many Baxters to rise up against
it before any substantial progress is fountain for his store.
Miss May Alleu is visiting her brother
made toward its removal.
at Portland.
Mrs. J. L. Bowker went to South
The story about the surveyors dis- Waterford Friday to visit her daughter,
that
two
or
three
Vermont
covering
Mrs. Pearl* Muller.
her
villages were really in Canada, together
Miss Laura Smith is visiting
with all the speculations therewith con- grandmother, Mrs. Laura Stephens.
nected, tided over a dull spell with some
of
ball
Oxbetween
The match game
of the newspapers, but it is to be doubt- ford and Bryant's Pond 1st nine resulted
ed it any of the Vennonters felt any in the defeat of the Oxfords, score 1 to
real alarm at the absurd propositions 0. The return game will be played here
advanced.
Saturday, the 2i»th.
The Robinson family gave a very good
Maine News Notes.
entertainment at Grange Hall Monday

J

γ

Brown opened the society season at the golf links Saturday
afternoon in a very auspicious manner
by a golf tea that was enjoyed by a large
In the putting connumber of guests.
test Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker wou tirst
prize for lueu and the score for ladies resulted in a tie between Mrs. Brown, Mrs.
Harlow and Miss Carter. In playing off
the lie Mrs. Brown was the winner, but
after receiving the prize presented it to
Mrs. liarlow who stood next in the scoro.
Miss Mary Pierce entertained a party
Miss Mary
of young ladies at Flinch.
Pottle won tirst prize.
Mr. and Mrs. Kilbon Per ham of Bryant's Pond were guests at Ex-Gov.
Perhatn's over Sunday.
There will be a meeting of the directors of Paris Hill Library Association
at Hamlin Memorial Hall Wednesday,
Aug. 2, at ο o'clock p. m.
On Saturday afternoon at 2 o'clock
the Ladies' Aid will meet in Cummings
Hall. Work will be furnished for all.
At the last
Please come promptly.
meeting of the society it was decided to
hold the anuual midsummer sale on
Thursday afternoon and evening, August
17th, for the benefit of the work iu the
Baptist society. All friends who feel
to aid us in any way are kindly invited
to do so.
Mrs. Lewis M.

I.ay

^

Miss Marlon Hallett
MU* Adelaide Case
Misa Helen Cole
Mise D. Carter
Miss Clara Case
Miss C. Warrvn
Miss Mary » ase
Miss Julia Carter
M Us Marv Pierce
Miss Alice Day
Miss Olive Thompson

Philip Cioldberg, having completed bis
vacation, returned to New York Satur-

ciated,

k
A
A

|

Tuesday.

Aug. 1.—Oxford Pomona Grange, South Wat:r·

NEW

ALL|

SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, AUG. 1, 1905.

Machias will give a grand trade carnival and fair August 8 and 9.
Peter La Fontaine, a mill hand, 2~>
years old, was drowned Wednesday at
Saco, while bathing in the Saco Kiver.

Vice-President Fairbanks and Mrs.
Fairbanks are to be the guests of Hon.
and Mrs. John B. Henderson at Bar
Harbor the last week in August.
8-year-old son of Stephen
Millinocket, was drowned
Wednesday, while playing on logs near
Gilbert,
Lyrick of

the dam above the paper
body was recovered.

mills.

The

Burglars attempted to blow the safe
in tho Turner post office Thursday night,
but failed to get iuto the steel chest,
and were frightened off after three in-

effectual blasts. They
$200 worth of stamps.

secured about

Four men were considerably hurt in a
rear-end collision at Cumberland Mills
Monday morning, when a passenger
traiu out from Portland struck a freight
train. The freight had been sidetracked
to let the passenger by, but the brakeman whose duty it was forgot to close
the switch. The men injured were Engineer Frank El well, Portland: Fireman
Lewie A. Bishop; Flagman
William
N.
Carkin, South Lyndenboro,
IL;
Brakeman G rover C. Smith, St. Albans,
Vt. Their injuries are not dangerous.
None of the passengers suffered anything
more than a little shaking up.

Dr. George B. Woodside was accidentally shot at New Harbor Tuesday,
by Arthur McFarland, aged 15, son of a
summer resident
whose home is in
Charlestown, Mass. The boy was sitting on the church steps when the doctor drove up in front. The boy claims
that the discharge of the revolver was
entirely accidental, though it is alleged
that he had previously been tiring it at
random.
Dr. Woodside was hit in the
temple. He stood an operation for removal of the bullet, but died on Friday.
The boy was bound over in the sum of
$1000. Bail was furnished, and he went
with his father to his home in Massachusetts.

uight.

Friday, having

Boston. The belief is strengthened by
letter written by Hartford to his relatives, in which he said he intended to
jump from a steamer. Capt Hartford
was married to his present wife about
two years ago. She, with two children |
by his former wife lives at Hampden. ;
He was over sixty years old. It is said
there had been unpleasantness owing to
the captain's desire to sell the property |
in Hampden, the children not wishing
him to do so.
a
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XA Off Our Straw Hats.
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having

close them out.
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become broken,

this reduction of 25 per

making
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bargain in
BICYCLES. They
equipped

We also have

M

MEN'S

biiTptay!^® bal°go'nK

with coaster brakes and

date in every

fng fouT taitsoii*

up-to-

respect.

F. PLUMMER, £££&.

J.

tbfnk"?

Hebron Academy

Tuesday, Sept. 12, '05.

Fly

Nets

For 75cts.

JAMES N. FAVOR, BMfl&g10""

IH. Dayton Bolster &. Co.

LACE CURTAIN5
For 49c. to $2.00 pair in Nottingham
and $2.50 to $4 75
pair in the
Arabian color and styie.

West Buckfield.
Mr. Hughes and his sister, Mrs. Davis,
Mr. Charles Simpson and family from
and babe, returned to Lynn last Wednesthe West, and Mr. D. F. Simpson from
day.
Mr. Charles Don diue and the Misses Shirley, Me., were at Mrs Emma Bon-

Orin Hartford, a retired sea captain of
namuden, is believed to have committed
suiciue by jumping from the steamer
City of Bangor some time after the boat
left Rockland July 21st on the trip to

full
New York and Boston, with
tine of Seasonable Novelties, inoluding large line of Neckwear,

!

IwSrtSè™
tKlh

help

Millett of Lynn are visiting H. A. Record and sister, Μ π». Mertie Moschides.
Mrs. Cassia Perkins passed last Friday
with her cousins, from Massachusetts, at
her uncle's, Albinus Bickuell's.
Mr. H. A. Record and visitors went to
Turner to be present at the lawn party
of his sister, Mrs. Allen, on Saturday
evening. Her daughter and her husband, Mr. I<entuel Green, of Portland,
were present.
A tine time is reported.
Mr. E. Nutting fell from the high loft
of Mrs. Marshall's stable and broke his
wrist besides sustaining other injuries.
Berrying on dull days is now the occupation of the farmers and the ladies.
Mr. Lane's daughter from Lewiston
visited him last Sabbath, and her sister
from Lynn, who is with her father hoping the clear air in the country will revive her health.

iSawhen

S',

just home from

Miss Prince is

î^js«ï&->"°°

Mrs. N. C. Burnhara and daughter are
Archie Felt went to Berlin Falls re- guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Belcher for
cently to play cornet for a dance. David a short time.
Hayes accompanied him.
A sociable was held at the parsonage
Prof. Hatch's little son is sick with Wednesday evening.
Ice cream and
mumps.
cake was served.
and
are
Echo
Camp Christopher
Camp
Mrs. Fred Dyer and son of Boston are
to be occupied by parties over Sunday.
guests of Mrs. Geo. A. Hill.
Mr. Dudley S. Perkins will take orders
Brownfield.
for groceries every Wednesday morning
Mrs. Emma Porter and daughter of and deliver the goods in the afternoon.
Freeport are visiting friends in this
Mrs. C. O. Pendexter is at home and
village.
lier son fom Portland is spending a
Mrs. Warren Johnson has quite a num- short vacation with her.
ber of boarders.
Mr. H. B. Hartford of Standish was at
Hiram.
J. L. Frink's office to-day, Thursday.
Mise Ethel Huntress, who has been
The Congregationalist Circle met with
engaged in teaching in Springfield,
Mrs. Cameron this week.
Mass., for the past year, came to Hiram
Mrs.
Seymour Sands from Massa- un Juno 24th to visit her
parents, Mr.
chusetts is visiting her mother, Mrs.
aud Mrs. Asbury Huntress. Miss HuntFogg.
ress was one of the teachers who went
Quite a number of children are sick from
Springfield to Washington, D. C.,
with a bad cough.
in March last. She has taught one year
in Newton, Mass. ; was formerly teacher
East Brownfield.
in the grammar school at Hiram. She
Mr. and Mrs. Alex McLucas have is eugaged to teach for the next year in
been entertaining tho Misses Durgin of Springfield.
Boston.
Miss Minnie Gray of Bridgton closed
Belle Fogg
Sands
is visiting her her second term of school in district No.
mother.
0. South Hiram, on June 17th. Mies
Hiram Gatchell is reported quite ill.
Gray is one of our best teachers.
Mrs. Lizzie Rowe made calls in this
Lovell.
village last Tuesday.
Mrs. Emma Porter and daughter of
Virgil Charles and wife have returned
Freeport have been guests at Hotel to Boston from their vacation here.
Mrs. Angelia Palmer of Lynnfield,
Uberty during the past week.
Bradford Cole and wife have visitors. Mass., is visiting at S. L. Plummer's.
The Congregational Circle met at the
Henry W. McAllister is at work for
parsonage last Wednesday to plan fora Ν. T. Fox.
fair to be held soon.
Preston B. Walker was in Portland
this week.
East Hebron.
Albertba G. Andrews is visiting her
The changeable weather last week was uncle, John Quint, at Kezar Falls.
Kev. G. P. Fuller of North Waterford
unfavorable for the hay makers.
Mr. L. K. Hodsdon finished haying preached here Sunday in exchange with
in sea- Rev. Mr. Shank.
last
obtained

son.

GOQDS.

NEW

ι
Baae Ball.
Burglars at Hebron Post Office.
Bethel.
I
Deer
Id
Rev. C. N. Gleason baa been
"Oh, tor a lodge in some vast wilderALSO ENTERweek where he apent his I
( THER PLACES NEAR BY
BADCLIFFE7; βΟΙΓΓΠ ΓΑΜ8 3.
ness." Shut in by a torn up lawu, with I §Ie the past
and was invited to preach I south Paris was defeated
ΙΙ»ΙΙΜΙΙΙΙΙΜΙΙΙΙΙΜΜΙ·ΙΜΙΜΙΙΙΙΙΙΙ·ΜΙΙΙΜΙ··ΜΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΜΜΙΙΙΙΜΙΙΙΙΙΙ·|Λ||ΗΙΜΙΙΙΙΜΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΙΜΙΙΜΙ||||,
RadclifTe
ED LAST WEEK.
the old elm being torn at toe root, the f ret pastorate
by
of the new
old tree sixteen feet in ciroumferenoe, t be sermon at the dedication
Ia
a good game by the score of to 3.
the glory of the cottage-dwellers for c hnrch.
Hebron, July 27, 1005.
Mr. A. W. Burnham has been in town c
generations. Doubtless Hon. Edward L.
was quite an excitement here
There
on
bnsinees.
week
he
measure
past
ap^
Parris of New York can in a
office
a
his morning on finding the poet
Mr. T. J. Foster is seriously ill again. I
preciate my feelings, as it waa planted
into during the night.
the |a
broken
been
lad
has
Kendall
P.
Wm.
its
purchased
beneath
8 tion to score runs and mane wu
by his father. Playing
Lbout one hundred dollars in money
house on Mechanic
Radcliffe The decision in t
shade in his childhood, he holds it in Lustin Wheeler
'
or ten
I
It in Ootober.
>nd
will
and
treet
stamps was taken and eight
occupy
pleasant remembrance.
of|B
lollars in change belonging to Mr.
Several houses are in process
corthe
of
find
some
to
out
a
fc
Startiug
lelcher. Some one got into H. T.
might rection. Daua Philbrook's house is I v
was
poration officials to see if matters
but
night
house
clover's
Monday
finished upon the outside.
be changed, I found that they were all I c luite well
his
house is ready for the IBf
Tightened away. On Wednesday
w French received better supI
reveling at the sea shore, and I returned I i ir. Springer's
into and a can of
was
broken
reamery
to my sawing of wood and fighting of ' j •lumbers.
of the
iream taken and a horse let out
Mr. Wm. J. Wheeler of South Paris I*
*
potato bugs and other garden pests.
axes and a wrench were
Two
on
>arn.
business
in
town
ras
Friday.
of
comBut there appears one crumb
at the
Thursday evening a very pleasant af-1B
ak/m. Tlie wrench was found both
fort. They are a gentlemanly aggregalooks as though
which
of the M.
the
at
air
took
>ostoffice,
vestry
of
place
WeTlesley,
N.
tion of men. C.
Taylor
0
it being a reception of the so>reaks were made by the same party.
THE EDEN CLOTH, THE NEW SUMMER OUT*
Mass., is the contractor, W. S. Cates of C. church,
« loty tendered to the new pastor and I
Side-1
S.
J.
and
Solon superintendent,
Nations.
of
TribunaF
The
Γ
ING FLANNEL? IF NOT, RUN IN AND LOOK AT
Rev. and Mrs. Shoonover. The
linger foreman. About sixty-five of the rife, was converted into a most invit- 8
trenches.
the
estry
are
in
They
of
WE HAVE ALSO PURCHASED A LARGE
sons
IT.
Pik».
Italy
use of chairs
OF ARENIC PAΓΗΒ MOST NOTABLE
to be a happy crowd, courteous ng drawing room by the
1
Mrs. Ray has been receiving treatment appear
LINE OF
that ladies
and pleasant, and in this respect nearly tnd|dainty little furnishings
GEANT FEATURES.
for that dread disease, cancer, but withhow to use with such won-M
inrierstand
"Yank"
the
can
all
graduate
foreigners
She has had wonderful hope,
out avail.
ierful effect. It was mutally pleasant Is
she in politeness. The work seems to be
f
courage and patience to bear all that
From the imperial days of ancient
or pastor and friends.
near the
commencing
s
well,
lier
progressing
has beeu called to pass through and
[tome to those of costly and curious raMrs. Penley, formerly of Albany, Is to '
High
on
up
moving
Tuesday,
her
bridge
up
Christian faith has buoyed
lium is a far cry, and yet, in their
Hill, so called, iccupy the Philbrook rent on Main I' trldg» eingle^, acorlDg Bonney.
and on
JUST THE THING FOR BEDDING. PRINTS WILL
through her many hours of pain and Street to the Loring's
'Tribunal of Nations," the Frank A.
Ureet, and will accommodate school
bridge.
moving
was
She
j
brought up
discouragement.
HE NO LOWER AND ARE LIKELY TO BE ADRobbins Co. All New Great Feature
warders.
'
Why worry o'er the things we cannot help
under Methodist principles but while
Shows seem to have covered the interThe goods of E. Cross were assigned :
Ami make a great ado;
VANCED WITH ALL OTHER COTTON GOODS.
here attended the Free Baptist church.
Since our three score anil ten are long since
:o George M. Seiders of Portland and are
vening centuries after a fashion calkind
lost
a
has
neighThe community
passed,
sulated to most brilliantly and impressDoing sold at auction, Harry Dyer II
Our journey nearly through?
bor and friend who was ever ready to
Sale if you need anyluctionecr.
ively appeal to the public eye. The
Remember the
1
The greater scars and wounds will soon be
lend a hand in sickness or trouble.
and
feature named comprises an heroic, hisSaturday morning, Mr. J. V. Holt
healed
1
faThe funeral was held at the Free Bapmost
the
have
which
who
in
torical pageant
With nature holding sway;
family of Andover, Mass.,
uàdclilïe went out in order.
thing in that line.
1
tist church Sunday afternoon, July 23, at
weeks
arc designated by repreWith buoyant hope we'll look beyond the t>eçn spending the past three
after two were out, Wheel· mous epochs
In
and
2 o'clock, Rev. D. F. Nelson, pastor ol
rulers
and
Mrs.
their
Mr.
of
Holt's
sentatives
with Mrs.
greatest
parents,
Yours Truly,
,r
To hall the brighter day.
the Methodist church, officiating. The
martial staffs, disposed
J. U. Purington, returned to their home
Shaw reached their courts and
tableaux
church was filled with sympathetic
robed
Benj. Gerrieh brings favorable reports accompanied by Miss Belle Purington, 1
and
in
royally
accurately
error and took sectreatfriends and neighbors. Mrs. Hay was a from his wife, who is receiving
on gorgeous floats, drawn by splendidly
who will spend several weeks with her l·
B.rr,
faithful member of Onward Rebekah ment at the Maine General Hospital.
thoroughsister.
caparisoned bluo-ribbon
have been
"
Portland
from
attended
the
and
No.
lodge
Surveyors
29,
Lodge,
breds. Napoleon, the victor in a hunI: it tne piavw.
«.ώΐ'.
Greenwood.
in a body aud used their beautiful ser- taking measurements of the Withington
»!
ho
as
appeared on the
atnle second, but dred battles,
a
vice at the close of the exercises. They A Sons dam, with a view of erecting
came down from his
memorable field of Austerlitz; C;rsar,
Morgan
Floyd
also took charge of decorating the stone dam
the immortal Roman conqueror and hiswork Sunday and brought with him a
Carlton Gardner walked up to the vil- Boston
church. The pulpit was draped with
which gave an ac-1
torian; Frederick the Great, whose
Post,
Daily
two
for
time
first
Maine.
Norway,
pink and green over white with pond lage Thursday for the
count of that fearful gunboat disaster
genius laid the foundation of
masterly
much
suffered
very
lilies and a number of pretty potted months. He has
the present Germad Empire, and whose
in fcan Diego harbor, accompanied by a
of
effect
the
time.
within
plauts were used. Tho general
of the city, harbor, and showing the I
statue, presented by Emperor William
Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Waterhouse of map
the decorations was of the Rebekah
when the acto America, was recently unveiled on the
and exact location of the vessel
Mr.
of
are
followI
The
and
of
Wollaston,
Mass.,
guests
colors
green.
pink
cident occurred.
esplanade of the newly finished war colMerrill.
Α.
X.
Mrs.
were·
One
llowers
pillow
given:
ing
lege at Washington; Wilhelmina, the
Crops continue to grow rapidly, and if
Alton and Harlan, sons of Jorome
with Sister, and one tioral piece with
beloved young Queen of the Netherlands;
corn keeps on like the present
sweet
wreath, the Rebekahs; a pillow of pan- Irish of Portland, are guests of their through August it will be ready to liartho Kings of Italy, Spain and Sweden;
I
sies aud Scotch mist, Mrs. J. II. Cole, aunt, Mrs. Emily Shaw.
the Emperor of Austria, and of others.
vest.
»'
I. W. Shaw and family are at Peak's
Miss Brown; a green and white pillow,
Here is an eyo feast of impressive inDifferent reports come in regarding
Mr. and Mrs. C.-F. Barden; fifty-four Island.
and a stimulant to historical
the hay crop. Some say thev are
dividuality
with
and
error,
Dr.
rewbed
Ileald,
Wilson Conant and family,
of great benefit to the young.
pond lilies, Mrs. D. H. Fifield, Mrs. Ε. E.
more than last year, while otliors
inquiry
ting
full
their
and
basesι
the
Cole
E.
Berry
Tuell and Mrs. Faunie Mayhew; across II. A. Irish and Dr. A.
feature novelthink they will not harvest more than
of This and the many other
P
way Raveι a
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thorough instruction, at the lowest
Tobin brothers next week.
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to
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house was well filled and there was defeating Hebron in a tine game by a
read by Mrs. Lizzie E. Lane and Mrs. Koxbury Pond Monday for an extended
mueic, short remarks from Rev. Messrs. score of 1 to 0. Tbe feature of the
PRINCIPAL.
Gertrude Allen Pratt, and from 3:30 to outing. They with others own a camp
Chapman and Newport and a social game was the work of Webber, who
0:00 o'clock a lawn party will be given near the pond.
lie struck
for
the
Volunteers.
and
other
refreshIce
cream
hour.
pitched
J. W. Taylor, who as principal has
the forty or more children who have
ments were served. Mr. Chapman is out 12 men, made 7 assists and allowed To the Stockholders of tlio Oxford Central Elecsigned the temperance pledge in the given us a very satisfactory service, is much liked and it is thought that his Hebron only two hits. Strong, who tric It. It.
Theiv will lie :i meeting of the stockholder*
three Sunday schools. Every child who not coming back but is going to Frooa
stay here will be productive of much scored the Volunteers' only run in the and subscribers for stock of the Oxford Central
has signed this pledge is cordially in- port to teach.
second inning, was the only man on both Klectrlc It. It. at No :i Peering Sfeet. Norway,
good.
Rev. H. N. Pringle, Secretary of the
vited and expected to attend. In event
at
Id
17th
of
Maine,
11105,
Thursday,
August,
Mrs. Eaton and daughter, Florence, teams to reach third base.
new
o'clock, Λ. M., to see what action suld -t"Ckhold·
a
of inclemeut weather the party will be Christian Civic League of Maine, has
are visiting her husband's sister, Mrs.
ere will take upon the question of dissolving the
BRYANT'S l'OND 4; OXFORD 0.
held in Mr. Bates1 roomy barn.
spent the greater part of a week here at Annie
corporation.
Kelley.
He
in
of
the
work in the interest
league.
Bryant's Pond again succeeded
C. II. PRIDE, Clerk.
Rev. Joshua Dalton preached at the
Denmark.
shutting out Oxford in the game played
gave a large congregation a temperance
Advent chapel Wednesday evening.
the
that
was
the
to
at
talk
that
point
place Saturday afternoon,
On Wednesday, the 10th inst., during
Sunday evening
Mrs. Geo. Beckler of Leeds and Mrs. final
The teams will
score being 4 to 0.
the heavy thunder shower which visited and was much commended.
Chae. Carpenter and little son of East
his
and
Hon.
Wm.
W.
Bolster
another
three
daugh- Poland
game at Oxford Saturday,
this village, Mr. Jared Berry had
play
and
at
Sunday
spent Saturday
and Oxford will try its best to win.
cows killed by lightning in the pasture. ter, Miss Mattie, reached here Thursday
F. B. Andrews'.

Buckfield.

West Parte.
M re. Ella Libby Ray, who passed to
the better life beyond July 21, was born
Feb. 1β, 1841 at Falmouth Foresido.
Her father, the Rov. Phineae Libby,
lived at one time in North Paris, and it
was there she became acquainted with
and married Mr. Samuel Ray, Feb. 13,
1876, since which time they have lived
(or the greater part in and near our
village. Four children have been born
Two boys and one girl died
to them.
in infancy, and one daughter, Rose,
who lived with her parents, and is the
wife of Walter E. Cole, survives to
Besides
mourn the loss of a mother.
the home circle she leaves three sisters
and three brothers, Mrs. Columbus
Richardson of Norway, Mrs. John Bridgham of Oxford; A. H. Libby, Lawrence,
Mass. ; Frank R Libby, Haverhill, Mass.,
Fred H. Libby, naverhill, and Mrs.
Fannie Croswell, Everett, Mass. All
but the last two named were present at
the funeral. For two years or more

and Tuesday.
Mr. C. D. Bradbury and wife of Boston and Mrs. Malony Bradbury of Norway, are at their farm.
Mrs. A. S. Hall is away on a visit in
Portland.
Miss Fannie Harlow is at home.
Harry Harlow is at home helping bis
father haying.

ney's Monday

Kezar Falls.
Mrs. G. T.

Ridlon and son, Master

Magnus Ridlon, of Kezar Fails, have
recently been visiting her sister in Boston, but returned home on Monday, the
17th inst. They dined in Portland with

They come to visit the Lewis
H. Reed
family. When your correspondent and Mr. Bolster meet, old people and events long since past are the
noon.

themes of their conversation. The correlived 71 years, Mr.
Bolster S2 years, their knowledge of
people long ago sleeping is greater than
that of but few others now living. Sunday.
The Robinson Manufacturing Co. has is the saving from death, of the baby girl
Both are quite familiar with Oxford
a new engine.
Carl Richmond of Bos- of Geo. A. Eyler, Cumberland, Md. He
knew
the
and
both
County politics,
writes: "At the age of 11 months,
ton is engineer.
leaders in political matters back in the
The water is very low and the night little girl was in declining health," with
fifties; and have kept in touch with them work is discontinued.
sorious throat trouble, and two physiuntil to-day.
cians gave her up. We were almost in
East Bethel.
despair, when we resolved to try I)r.
East Sumner.
Mrs. Annie Young and two children King's New Discovery for Consumption,
The annual meeting of the Sumner from East Weymouth, Mass., are spend- Coughs and Colds. The first bottle gave
Soldiers' Veteran Association will be ing a number of weeks at her former relief; after taking four bottles she was
held at Wost Sumner on Wednesday, home here.
cured, and is now in perfect health."
Mrs. Lillian Norrie and three children Never fails to relieve and cure a cough
Aug. 30th. Members will be notified
personally by card later. A few invited from Virginia are gueets of her sister, or cold. At F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'s,
drug store, South Paris, West Paris.
guests will be present and a good, pleas- Mrs. J. W. Bean.
Mr. Z. W. Bartlett is having his build- 50c and $1.00 guaranteed. Trial bottle
ant occasion will be expected, and without doubt realized. Let all turn out.
ings repainted a solid white with green free.
The annual reunion of the 23d Maine blinds.
Charles W. Warren, commonly known
Infantry will occur at Lake Grove, East
λβ "Long Charlie," was arrested at LewPythian Field Day.
Auburn, on Wednesday, Aug. 16th.
iston
Wednesday on the charge of being
A subordinate lodge field day of the
Lake Grove never looked more attract:oncerned in the recent robbery of the
ive, nor has the car service ever been Knights of Pythias of Maine will be Newcastle
post office. Ile is thought to
better. Ample cars will be provided to held at Lewiston and Auburn Aug. 17th,
be a member of the "Huddle gang" of
prevent crowding and the afternoon on the occasion of the visit of Supreme
office burglars, part of whom are
vaudeville and other entertainments this Chancellor Hon. Charles E. Shiveley, of poet
ilready in custody. Warren has a court
The new hotel at the Richmond, Ind.
season are fine.
The exercises of the day will take record, but for minor offences, mostly
grounds is open and shore dinners can
intoxication.
be served to those who wish. Good place at Lake Grove, Auburn, which has
accommodations for picnic parties also. been secured for the occasion. The full
IS AROUSED.
Let the old "boys" turn out. The trip Brigade Band has been engaged for the
aroused to a knowledge
is
Tho
public
and
and renew old day
will do them good
evening.
The programme at Lake Grove will )f the curative merits of that great
I acquaintances.
consist of a shore dinner, served at a nedical tonic, Electric Bitters, for sick
reasonable rate, a concert by the Brigade 1 itomach, liver and kidneys. Miry H.
Oilead.
Walters, of 540 St. Clair Ave., Columbus,
Band, an address by the
Mr. Augustus Cleaves and son of Yarand a high class vaudeville 1 J., writes: "For several months, I was
Chancellor,
mouth are camping out in E. R. Bengiven up to die. I had fever and ague,
entertainment.
I could not
nett's pine grove, taking their meals at
A short parade, escorted by the local ny nerves were wrecked ;
was so weak,
Cloverdale Parm.
of the Uniform Rank, will ileep, and my stomach
companies
Rev. Mr. Porbes of Wells was calling
take place at 7:00 p.m., after which a rom useless doctors' drugs, that I could
the people accompanied by Rev.
on
after beginning to lake
reception to the Supreme Chancellor will tot eat. Soon
Henry Parrar, Wednesday. He is to be given in City Hall, Lewiston, follow- Slectric Bitters, I obtained relief, aud in
bold services in Gilead and Shelburne,
short time I was entiiely cured."
ed by dancing, for which music will be
Ν. H., next Sunday.
xuaranteed at F. A. Shurtleff <k Co.'s,
Furnished by the full Brigade Band.
wife
and
Mr. Orin Ellingwood
passed
)rug Store, South Paris, West Paris;
The two oldest women in Maine are >rice 50c.
through Gilead Monday, having been
in
friends
New
Hampshire.
natives of Hancock county—Mrs. Mary
visiting
While arresting Jack McShea, a well
Schools are to commence in towq the Cunningham, of Bangor, who was 105
;nown character about town in Port7th of August.
pears old on July 4th, last, and Mrs.
Mrs. Forbes, who is stopping at T. G. Salome Sellers of Deer Isle, who will be and, early Friday morning, Patrolman
in
Lary's, went to Gorham Sunday, return- 105 if she lives until Oct. 15 next. Mrs. lenry W. Bobbins was badly slashed
he face with a razor which McShea
and
in
was
born
ing the same day.
Sedgwick
Cunningham
held for assault with
ived there until 1850, when she moved leld. McShea is
ntent to kill.
in
and thence to
Hebron.
»

spondent having

Supreme

Mr. Cantello is in very poor health.
M re. Bert Cantello and little daughter
have returned to their home.
Mrs. Jane Barrows and Mrs. Joseph
Barrows with her two children are at
Mrs. Howe's.
Miss Louise Bessom and Master Beeaom of Lynn are visiting their aunt,
Mrs. Mary Bearce.

Mrs. Paul Laberta of East Hiram.
Mr. Ridlon has been obliged to disconMuter Albert Bichardeon entertained
tinue the work of editing his history of
the Mill I ken family for the present on a few of his little friend* Thursday afteracoonnt of falling health.
j noon to celebrate his ninth birthday.
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The challenge game between the cutMrs. Emily Kavanaugh of Portland
ters and makers of the HadcliiTe shoe
visited relatives hero last week.
William Faunce of Hammonton, New shop resulted in a 9 to 2 victory for the
Jersey, a former resident, was in town cutters. The game was called at the
end of the sixth inning so that South
Monday.
Orin Houghton visited his brother, Paris and Radeliffe could have tho Held.
Geo. Houghton, and sister, Mrs. Elden,
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preparation of unequalled merit.
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The talcum is the very finest quality Air Floated Italian.
af-tringent and antiseptic ingredients are purely and strictly
vegetable, giving By-lo superior soothing, healing and absolutely non-irritating properties. The By-lo odor is the soft, all
peivasive fragrance of fresh violets—unrivalled and lasting. It
is especially valuable for use on little babies ; excellent for the toilet
and for use after shaving. Put up in large, attractive packages.

be

the arrest and conviction of
the person or persons who polluted
our well on the night of July 21st.

paid for
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$50.00 Reward.
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CHARLES EDWARDS.
B. F. CUMMINGS.

Paris, Maine, July 24, 1905.
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Is the title of our illustrated catalogue, just
out, fully describing hundreds of moneymaking farms ; many "having stock, tools
Write today for
and crops included.
FREE copy.
If you want to get a quick sale send for
>ur free description blanks.

E. A. STROUT FARM AGENCY,

II, N.V. Tremont Tempi·, BOSTON
A sent·.

W. Ο. FROTH1NOHAM, South Parie.
D. M.
FIENDISH SUFFERING
FRENCH, Norway.
PECULIAR DISAPPEARANCE.
\ ι often caused by sores, ulcers and canNOTICE.
Wm.
J. D. Runyan, of Butlerville, O., laid c ers, that eat away your skin.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
;he peculiar disappearance of his painful 1 ledell, of Flat Rock, Mich., says: "I ias been duly appointed administratrix of the
Arnica Salve, for ûtate of
ly m ρ to me, of indigestion and bilious- I iave used Bucklen's
8AMUBL F. DAILY, late of Canton,
Cancera. It is the
less, to Dr. King's New Life Pills. He 1 fleers, Sores and
η the
of Oxford, deceased, and given
I ever found." >onds County
1
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for
are
a
dressing
as the law directs.
healing
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remedy,
perfect
tays: "They
.nds against the estate of said deceased are
iiuiness, sour stomach, headache, con- £ loothes and heals cute, burns and scalds. leni
leslred
to
the
same
for
and
present
itipation, etc." Guaranteed at F. A. S 5c. at F. A. Shurtleff & Co's., drug il Indebted thereto are requestedsettlement,
to make pay.
ihurtleff Λ Co.'s drug «tore, South Paris, a tore, South Parla, West Paris; guaran· nent Immediately.
I July 18th, 1800.
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Sirs. H. A. Clifford and son Donald
are on a brief visit to
her
brother,
haries V. Knight, of Turner Centre.
Mrs.

Warren

Swett

of

The Uuiversalist church will be closed
I through August. All services will be
resumed the first Sunday in September.

■••■rltally Invited.

Kcv H. A. Clifford. Pastor
'ν
η. rnlnc praver meeting9 90 a. *. ;
IV
lu'45 Â m.; Sal.lwtth Schoo
Kt.w.-rth I.eague Meeting β 15 P. M
M
p.
prayer weet
'.ver m.eliig :
Tut- ! ty evenlrg; clase meeting. Frl.lay

ι..'list Church,

Miss Verna

'-crUe

/

food sale at the Bap
Friday afternoon at

Dorchester,
I Mass., came last week to visit her
BaM parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Nichols.

Y P. S. C. «
Sun·lay School 12
( hurch prayer meeting on Tue«nl «>
(. oV'ock.
All. no* therwlse con

are

!,

Howe

returned

home

I Saturday from a vacation spent with the
I family of Kev. J. H. Little at their sum-

„t.:k.

mer

home at

''rà'.'t'.t
ï

Uarpswell.

T!ie Four Ponds party returned home
ISaturday morning. They had all the
μ,Γ.,.
trout they waited to oat, and brought
y
I home some, but report the fishing pretty
4.,.r
I slim, compared with what it used to be
J. H. Utile. Paetor
r- .".let Church. Kev.
*\
I years ago.
-CI Vice every Sun.lay at 10:45 a. \
:
Kvenlng sen-Ice.
I There will be a meeting of the
Sur.by School at li *.
y *·
Woman's Missionary Society of the Bap
STATKU MKKTINO».
I tist church in the small vestry WednesRegular day afternoon at '{ o'clock.
All ladies of
k
M .-Parte l.o<l};e, No. 'M.
ν \
Γιι. ι. lay eveclng on or before full moon I the cougregation are cordially invited
.. κ
Mount M lea laxlge, regular race:
,
h γη·1:ι. evening of each week—Auror- land urged to attend.
incut, drst ami thlr-l Mon-lay evening·
"When have we ever had such a rain
..f .M.-n mouth.
Mount Pleasant Kebekab I.o<lge, No I storm as this?" is the question Monday
Κ
each
of
fourth
anil
Krt.laye
i- Meon.l
I morning. Well, according to the Demo·
t,
.n ». |·1 Kellows' Hall.
,
lcrat'8 recollection, we haven't had one
-U
K. Kl nl.all Port. No. 14S. meet
V
of
eaci
I
like it since the storm which broke the
■>
Ihlr.1 -v4tuplay evening»
ι■1 !
"
in t.. A. K. Hall.
I drought in June, 1903.
K. K1 int.all Kellef Corpe meets Are
Il
::,ir ι saturlay cventnge ol each month,
L
BO I.ST Κ R DISTRICT.
(: !· iCorp» Hall.
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1,
from
Mayl
H.—Parle Urangc,
Pratt has returned to her
Mrs.
A.
W.
Saturday; .luring the
| .t un.l tlilr·I
lu home in East
r of the year, meets every Saturlay,
Orange, X. J.
r,
R'-v. J. Wallace Che.br..
Church
.1» >1111·lay. prMi hl«(i service lo 4:> a
Y. »·»·<·►:. «®r
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m etlng 7 P.
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Ames of I.ewiston isa fiuest at
\|
Mr- !.. A. Hounds'.
.1. M. March has b**en at home frt>na
Λ liMiNta lor a week.
Kiinic» Kllis of
^at ·>. M. March's.
Mi>

Augusta

is

a

Frank ('. Doble of Methuen, Mass., is
the uuest of relatives here.
Howard Wheeler has been at home
Vt., for a stay of a
fr. tn
few

Burlington.
days.

irace and Marjorie I.anjjmade
,.f S«iiiieiville, Mass.. visitetl relatives ii·
t< wn last week.
M

,.ncs

ι

\V. «i. Knapp of Chicago
Mr and
ι:
quests of Mrs. Kuapp's cousin, Mrs.
ι.«-. ·rK. Morton.
Mrs.

I he Kobinson Family uave an enterta utu. ntin the hall Thursday evening,
to a fair audience.
Mr* Κ. M. Caldwell and two grantl
dreti of Canaan, ('t.. have been guests
\V. Bowker's.
at
Mrs. Selden of Portland has been the
Bui^ icst of Misses I^tura and llattie
ut-11 for a few days.
Mrs. Hideout and Miss Mary Hideout
Auburn have been guests at Ε. N.
Haskell's for the past week.

Thompson of Portland

is
Miss Nellie
Hail's.
Thompson spent Sunday there.
Mrs. Clara C. Andrews returned home
Τ irsday from Portland, where she has
1» «·η several weeks for medical treat;

Miss Lizzie
tins at H.

N.

ment.
a
ιicorge A. Wilson, dr.. who has
j.»iti..n with the N'ew England Tele·
ne < 'ο. at Biddeford, is at home for a

vacation.

of the Congregational
has been called for Wednesday
ever.iusj of this week, to see if the parish
will vote to buy a parsonage.
V

meeting

[•irish

I

C. K. Clifford of Worcester, Mass., is
spending a few weeks at Arthur Talbot's.

G. McN'iven. of the Christian MisInstitute, of New York, is stayI ing at John Small's.

sionary

Mrs. Mary Hall and niece, Mrs. FranIces Abbott, were guests of Mrs. Arthur
I Talbot last Wednesday.

I

Miss Margaret I'ratt of Orauge, \. J.,
the mouth of August with her
aunt. Mrs. Walter Swett.

I will spcud

Mrs. J. H. Clark. Frank Sawtelle and
Frank Clark recently took a trip to Lewiston and Riverton Park.
Krank Sawtelle of Kcadville, Mass.,
who has been the guest of his sister,
Mrs. J. II. f lark, returned to his home
last Wednesday.

Rev. A.

k.

Baldwin.

Reception
The reception Thursday evening
to

to

Kev. A. K. Baldw in, the new pastor of
the Congregational church, and Mrs.
Baldwin, was a very pleasant atïair. Il
was held in the vestry of the church,
which was provided with some extra
furnishings for the occasion, and decorated with plants and ferns. A punch
bowl in one corner of the room was
presided over by some of the younj;
ladies of the church. A large number
of the members of the church and congregation and invited guests from rtie
other churches were present, and were received by the deacons of the church and
their wives, and presented to Rev. Mr.
and Mrs. Baldwin.
After all were assembled, ('apt. II. N.
Bolster called to order, and in a brief
address extended a hearty welcome to
Mr. and Mrs. Baldwin. Mr. Baldwin
responded feelingly, aud manifested a
thorough appreciation of the work
which he would be expected to do in
the church and the community. Other
addresses of welcome were made by
Kev. 11. A. Clifford of the Methodist
church, Kev. J. W. Chesbro of the Baptist church, Kev. B. S. Rideout of the
Vorway Congregational church, and
Albert I). Park, speaking in behalf of
Kev. J. II. Little of the Uuiversalist
All
church in the latter's abseuce.
spoke pleasantly and earnestly, in a
happy vein, and gave evidence that the
old-time animosity between the denominations is a thing of the past. A very
cordial letter from Kev. W. E. Brooks,
I>. 1)., the preceding pastor of the
church, was read by Miss Eva Walker.
Between the speeches was interspersed a programme of good music, which
included a duet by Mrs. Smiley and Mr.
Brings, solos by Mr. Dunn and Miss

Mrs. J. F. McArdle returned the tirst
.ist week from a stay of several days
«
h the family <>f Dr. F. II. Packard at
t!i«.·ιr '>ttage uear Locke's Mills.
<
!.. Fay, formerly in business in
Wheeler, and singing by a quartette
1'ortland, <»re., is with his sister. Mrs.
consisting of Messrs. I)unn, Cole, Briggs
Win. It. Edwards, and will remain here
aud Hall, with Mrs. Briggs at the
for the winter at least, perhaps longer.

piano.

Mr. and Mrs. A. K. Lord of Beverly,
Following the programme refreshMiss., and Mrs. K. P. Parlin and son ments of ice cream aud cake were
II.
W.
at
Albert of Sabattus are guests
served, and the company soon after disBlake's. Mr. Parlin was there Sunday. persed.
The annual reunion of the 1-th Maine

Uegiiueut is booked for the lith of Au-

gust at South Paris. Sotue half-dozen
members of the Twelfth are among the
veterans here.
Miss Eva K. Walker is on a vacation
"f two weeks from her duties at the
ν
ith Paris Savings Bank. She and
Mis- Susie M. Wheeler go to Peak's
Island Monday to visit the family of Γ.
s. liâmes at their cottage.
The well of Charles Edwards and It.
F. fuiumings, which was tampered with
is described last week, was pumped out,
and the finding of some fuse in the bottom continued the belief that the mishief

done with

was

dynamite.

<«eorge <>. Chase has exchanged his
on
Myrtle Street with A. O.
Wheeler for "the latter'» farm in the
Whittemore neighborhood. Both parties will
probably move soon. Mr.
Wheeler expects to have employment
with the Paris Manufacturing Co.

place

hundred attended the picNearly
nii "f the Congregational Sunday School
A hayrack
at tï'bson's («rove Friday.
toiik many of the children, a barge sonic
of the older ones, and quite a number
went with their own teams. The weather was perfect, and apparently every one
had a good time.
two

S. M. King got the back of one hand
against the tiue of a pitchfork Friday,
laying open a gash which it required
eleven stitches to close, ami which will
put the hand ofl duty for a few days.
Fortunately Mr. King was practically
through haying, having secured the
largest crop he ever put in his barn.

l>uring August there will be a seriet
of half hour sermons to the young people at the Methodist church on "Dreams
of Youth," "Vacations and a Sane Life,'
"Savonarola and Martin Luther." Thes«
sermons will be delivered by the pastoi
on three Sundav mornings, but on Au
gust i:;th Kev. D. C. Abbott of Lisboi
will preach morning and evening.
annual excursion of Mt. Mica
Lodge, I. O. O. F., of South Paris, wil
The

occur

Saturday, Aug.

·>.

Arrangements

have been made for a trip to Portlant
and tickets can be had for "·> cents foi
round trip, going on the 4:51 train ii
the morning and returning on the lat«
ii
evening train. This gives a full day
Portland. In order to secure this lo«
rafe the lodge liave to guarantee on
hundred tickets. It is hoped a larg'
number will take advantage of this loi
rate and get a day at the sea shore.
Col. C. H. Freuch's lecture on th
Park at th
Yellowstone Natioual

Congregational church Wednesday even
ing called out a good audience, especial
ly of school children. Col. French ha
a tine lot of handsomely colored view
of that wonderful part of our country

and the t»*xt of hi·» lecture is a wonder
fully well worded piece of deecriptioi
us
etfectively illustrated by a skillful coi
of his numerous views. After the
elusion of his lecture, he put on tli
screen

a

tu res.

number of

good

movng pi'

On the occasion of Ε. N. Haskell
last Tuesday, a party of sevei
teen relatives and friends were ente
taints I at Mr. Haskell's camp south <
the village, where he has been puttie
in much of the time during his t«
from the store,
weeks' vacation
shore supper was served, with fres
clams aud lobsters and all the acce
sories, topped out with a birthday cak
After the supper Mr. Haskell was pr
number of gifts, m<*t
sen ted with a
them of more sentimental than pecuniae
value. Miss Mary Hideout made a vei
coune
happy presentation address in
tion with the gifts, and Mr. Haski
w
responded in kind. The eveniug
highly enjoyed by those present.

birthday

,Hu"t.?'ti®f]

Silent Be! it was the Cat.
Friday eveuinj: a «roup of people were
standing iu the street near the Baptist
church, holding social converse and incidentally taking in such of the musical
programme in the church as floated out
through the opeu windows. While they
were thus engaged, a young couple
passed them going down Park Street at
As well as could be judged
a brisk gait.
in the Arkuess, they were carrying
something which they didn't want to
display, aud the groupwhom they passed
were confident that they heard the stifled
cries of au infant.
Nobody recognized the couple, but
the thing had a peculiar look, and
two of the men followed on, the couple
ahead setting a pretty stiff pace. When
the men were λ bout opposite Murcli's
storehouse, they heard a splash in the
water aud the sound of scurrying feet on
the bridge. They hurried on, but when
they reached the bridge there was no
one to be seen, nothing but darkness and
silence.
I'uder the circumstances, the men did
just what any one would have done.
1'hey notified tbe authorities, aud iu due
time a number of men were at work on
the case. Some of them were up late,
and up a^ain at early daylight iu the
morniug, to see if there were any telltale
tracks about the bridge. Village officers, town officers, and the sheriff,
were enlisted, aud a grapple was made
with which to search the river bottom.
A night watchman was kept on duty,
aud a coroner was notified.
o'clock Saturday
Aud then, about
morning, it was learned that a young
lady who lives across the river had
undertaken the task of drowning a cat
for one of the villagers on her way home.
It is intimated that a heavy draft on
the soda fouutain, at the expense of two
well known business men, is due; but
why should it be up to them, when they
did their plain duty, under the circum-

ANNUAL

Col. C. H. French gave hi·
lecture on Rome at the
jj
church Tuesday evening. It was wen

Mrs. Delphina Lowe of Maiden, Mass
a guest at C. H. Thayer's.

<»ene rally cloudy with occasional
shower»" Sunday.
So the weathei

|<

CHUKCHKS.
A K.
«-.tConareeatlonal Church, Rev
,.V ... Preahln* service·. 10 43 A *
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drought for a week.

There will be a
I tist church next
I three o'clock.

-4 .M a *., ('lallv. Sun.lav.
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Sun,,,ky on'y

soirru paris post orne·.
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CON-

good

digestion when the bowels are constipated. Mr. Ckas. fold win, of Edwardsville,
III., says, "1 suffered from chronic constipation and stomach troubles for several years, but thanks- to Chamberlain's

Thursday,
AUG. 3.

NEW

THE GLORISiiS uRANOLV
"shore dinner.''
dinner. Billy Soule is one of the best
The following «s a list of Norway · known men of the lake region. Thirty
tax payers who pay one hundred dolyears ego his father had a camp at
Stomach and Liver Tablets am almost
tax or over for 1905, in town and Haines Landing. Now
Billy is owner of
cured." Why not get a package of
corporation:
the very popular place known as Pleas«mw
these tablets and get well and stay well?
A<taui·. Charte· H.....
ant Island Camps, near the upper end of
Anilrewu, II·' >* t·
Price 25 cents. For sale by Shurtloff &
175 91 Cupsuptic Lake, also camps on Birch
Ban*·. II. J..—
Co., South Paris; Jonee Drug Store, THE RAREST WILD BEASTS
ι« 2S Island and Little Birch, near by.
Harker. «ertrude Ν
ia5 K
Kolnter. Jamee
Oxfordj Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
THC CRIAM OF
I presume his legal name is William,
110 95
Bradbury, Blal IT
On
m 01 but if so, I doubt if he knows it.
GREAT CIRCUSES
of
EARTH'S
characteristic
a
Cole. George A..-took
intense
The
we
afternoon
itching
Late
Friday
>s our voyage that
day, it was frequently
Crooker, .lamee Ο
is instantly al149 w the case that some one wished to ask steamer of the Rangoley Lakes Steam- salt rheum and eczema
Cummin*·. John Μ··.-1,002 55
boat Co., and In a shower which brought layed by applying Chamberlain's Salve.
Cummin*»,,C. B. A Son·
19, ^ him some question, and as the noise of
Danforth. Francl· A
As a cure for skin diseases this salve is
first breath of the cooler
10| ^ the machinery was considerable, and he the
Panforth. .lamee
went
two
the
next
s5
unequaled. For sale byShurtleff & Co.,
iao
UP
days,
Elliott. Frank
was pretty well occupied (he was pilot,
187 95
South Paris; Noyes Drug Store, Norway;
Lake House. °°
Foster. H*nry
the
Rangeley
ιοί 5« engineer and fireman), it was necessary
of the Jones Drug Store, Oxford.
Hanllng. Mr·. J»·"» A
we are getting
»-·« 90 first to attract his attention, when the we find that
Hxthaway, « nariee
as the shores, instead of
,()8 ^ conversation would run
wilderness,
like
llcbt.ard. Stella Ε
something
Bring old glasses to Dr. Parmenter.
14,. M
llobbs, Gi or.-e
being covcred with unbroken forest Road
this:
,41
ad.
whtle at
Horse, Mr·. H.
show many cultivated
16Ο68
"Mr.
Soule!"
Freeland..
Howe.
)io7o
litre I· Ktllcf for Women.
larkcon. Abner t
He didn't hear.
|126:
progress
Jones, Mr·. Kate «
If you have peine In the back, Urinary·, Bladw
"Captain!"
1S2
Kimball. Fmnk
toward unmixed civilizat.on .s fnrtl.er der or Kidney trouble, and want a certain, pleas;.
··■·;·; 1165M
Still he didn't hear.
Mar·ton,
herb remedy for w. man'* 111b, try Mother
10837
emphasized when we reach the Range ant
McCrllU·. AlbertC
Australian-Leaf. It te a safe monthly
"Billy!"
le000
there is no sug- Gray'·
Here
House.
Lake
ley
And that brought him, and the desirregulator. At Druggists or by mall .VI cent*.
of Famous Fools
the wilderness by the log Simple package FREE. Address, The Mother \
of
gestion
ed information, every time.
Norway Shoe Shop Co
Wh
Gray Co., Lc Roy, Ν. Y.
Of
or in any other w«j.
Full
Freakish Fun.
idea
cabin
4M 2S
Fresh,
a
Arrived at
camps, wo made
oxternal architecture is
Norwav
^iway (£" ** « short stop to Billy's
take on the dinner, and the house in its
Bank....
Saving
Norway
box-like almost to thopoint of
Born.
l}i000 looked over the camps, when sumo of
From Tusked Titan To Tiniest Tot
Noyee, fJeorge L ft Anna
within it is as fully up to date In
1&00 the
s
No'ye·, F. II· Co
party decided that perhaps, after all, ncss,
that
hotel
i(«
15
its appointments as any
A COSMOPOLITAN
all
to the wife of Will
Partridge Broe
22,
In
at
Greenwood,
bost
July
seen
the
hadn't
thing
yet
119 80 they
Pike. A. L. F....
The house is large, the Farr, a daughter.
The fact is that notwith- can be found.
ιοί 55 the lakes.
to the wife of
Pride. Charle· A
IS,
Itumford
are
In
Kalis,
July
rooms
the
all
verandas wide,
public
le875
Prince. S. B. A /.· »
standing the general similarity of the
McDonald, a eon.
•Vhoee Classic Course Presents Blue-Ribbon,
3,·^ o,;
the table service is all that Rodney
Sanborn, t
a snacious, and
In Norway, July 13, to the wife of Rev. C. A
<ecord-Breaking Thoroughbreds; Brave Riders
157 50 several resorts, there is nevertheless
Th·
the
From
for.
ask
could
Smiley,
an
a
eon, I'aul Qulmby.
Brooke,
epicure
Renown ; Male and Female
< ml
jj., 5,, variety to them, and each one appeals to
Store
Shoe
of
wife
to
the
ley
George ")( World-Wide
In West I'arls, July 15,
one can see nearly
house
tho
of
side
lake
^
U4
t
Zharioteers;
<mlth. Eugene
Popular Jockeys; Dashing Sidea son.
you in a new way, so that for the time at
47 >5
surface of the lake. John R. 1j.InIlrlsrg*,
whole
Steel-Nerved Steeplechasers ;
the
Saddle
Alton
of
wife
the
to
Experts;
Spinney, B. F. ft to.
West
At
19,
attractive.
the most
"umner, July
147 73 least it seems
as the manager of
Heroic Hurdle Celebrities; Roman Bareback
Stephen», Ch&rle» A
York, a daughter.
jjj 05 this point we were joined by A. S. Ilinds Marble is well known
Stone, Frank Ρ
In Redding, July 19, to the wife of Ed Cole, a BaOMtrians.
2X500 and Mr. and Mrs H. Wallace Noyes of
Tubbe, Charle· Ν
iwe2
of the excursion party was daughter.
Tucker,
lu Sumner, July 21, to the wife of Harry DaThey had come in Mr. Hinds' held meeting
15132 Portland.
A
.lohn
Woodman,
in the parlors after supper, (beg venport, h eon.
home
summer
his
beautiful
launch from
"
NOS KK8IOESTS.
In
Norway, July 25, to the wife of Fred E. The Mlraculaua Chaam-Vaulting Cyollata
dinner), and resolutions
of which more later. I)r. pardon,
a son.
11- -V· on the lake,
Whose Simultaneous Rival Fearsome Flights
Abbott. Walter P...
thanks to the railroads and hotels and Duprev,
at
a
In
visitor
Foss
of
Norway, July 25, to the wife of Daniel F.
U813
Boston,
regular
Make Even Sensation Shudder.
TlbbetU. Charles
all who had shown us courtesies were Dlllea. a son.
j,ei5
with
»...
went
also
Abble
Billv
us,
Tubbe.
Soule's,
along
In Itumford Fnlls, Julv 27, to the wife of John
who as chair166 «1
Whltcomb,
and rendered valuable assistance in both adouted. Mr. Dunbar,
Kimball.
had had the Β Mirttn, a eon, Everett
In Albany, July, to the wife of Henry Rlgge,
the social and culinary features of the man of the committee
The crew at work on the
arrangement and management of the a son
difhtul
much
day.
are
y
sewer
experiencing
In Dlxfleld, July 19, totho wife of Fred Morwas then presented with a
we
The dinner loaded,
proceeded excursion,clock as a little
with the ledge on the hill side, requiring
memento of rlson, a eon.
about four miles farther, to the head of souvenir
the occasion and token of our aPP™
formerly of North the lake and up the tortuous Cupsuptic
Married.
ciation, C. E. Kendrick making tho
Norwav, has bought out the nulle route River. That is the way it was described
and Mrs. Dunbar waslikein the circular, and no one could ques- presentation,
of Ira Harriman of Oxford, and will her
a bridge whist score
In South Parle. July 2«, by Rev. J. Wallace
We wise presented with
after conduct «he milk business himself. tion the accuracy of the term.
book. Tho party wound up the even
Cheebro, Mr. Herbert E. Foster and Miss Sarah
Koblev H. Morrison, after a very twisted and turned, following a channel bv
J.
in
the
lirlgg'. both of Paris.
dancing and playing pool
In liuckflcld, July 2fi, by Rev. A. W. Pottle,
,tleasaut vacation with his grandpaients, as crooked as a snake track. The boat
casino connected with tho house, where Mr. -lolin W. Smith of Stow aud Miss Alloc May
was
one
was
which
returned
runnin·;
belongBilly
Mr anil Mrs. Freeland Howe,
Kiagg of Bucklleld.
used princi- an orchestra plays every evening.
t„ his Rumford Falls ^ome \\ ednesday. ing to the Berlin Mills Co.,
In Hanover, Ju:y 20, by Rev. George A. Marhad
which
he
for
of
Mr Jonathan I.. Dyer of Charleston and
Mass.,
supplies,
tin,
P.
carrying
pally
Lewis
Bartlett, Jr.,
Lynn,
to
seemed
ΜΙ,-s Ada C. Richardson of lla-iover.
The one flv in our ointment
of the lirm of B. F. Spinney A Co., was secured to supplement his own steamer.
In
Oxford, July 12, Mr. George Shaw and
ο»
at
left
A New and Entirely Original Personifying
our train
in town the first of the week looking She minded her helm very slowly, had be tho fact"that
Mies Roele V Hale, both of Oxford.
Pageant of Resplendent and Hisan awkward steering gear and a still Saturday morning, and that we must
In Norway, July 22, by Rev. C A. Brooke, Mr.
after the shoe business.
ιβ
of
torically Heroic Fascination
both
bof»i
breakfast
Alice
Ida
our
Bedard,
Mies
and
and
Locke
Fred
It was turn out
get
more awkward reversing gear.
Prof. Herbert Russell and wife
some that time; but there was a very prompt Norway.
JERUSALEM'
'JUMBO
In South Parle, July 23. by Rev. J. A. Flynn,
Owego, New York, are visiting his peo- frequently necessary to back up
and response to the call-boys rap at 4.30, Mr. Joseph Oclalr and Miss Llda Bedard, bttli The Famous Camel Colossus Of His Species.
ple in town for a few weeks. Mrs. distance and make a fresh start,
in t o of
wo
assembled
S
after
or
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find it a very valuable remedy, especial
service in such cases i f lake, near Oquossoc etation. Here then )
for summor disorders in children.1
Private Sobjak, on duty at Fort Wi [. physician's
ly
•
ti
an
Cholera
are in the troughs some 260,000
Portland
Harbor, coinmitte i Chamberlain's Colic,
liams,
Sold by Shurtleff & Co., South Paris
j
B
dos
A
is
at
hand.
one-fiftl
275,000 young fish, about
suicide by shooting early last week. U e Diarrhiua Remedy
; Jones Drug Store, Oxford; Noyes Drui
of this remedy will relieve the patier 1 salmon and the rest trout, most of whicl
a young man of scholarly attaii
was
; Store, Norway.
8 will be liberated this fall.
It
ha
conld
arrive.
doctor
a
before
ments, but had been much depresae i
never been known to fail, even in th e
Nothing More Dangerous
On the land between Kangeley an< I
over his failure to secure a position a %
most severe and dangerous cases and η
Cutting Corns. The Foot-Eue Hani
Mooselucmcguntic Lakes is a higl Than Corn
teacher before hi· enlistment.
Pod cure by absorption. Momethln
Ury
family should be without it. For sal 0 I wooded hill called Bald Mountain, [ entirely
new. The Sanitary oil· and vapors d
Women's $3.00 Oxfords for $2.50 s t by Shurtleff A Co., South Paris; Jonc ■"asked someone who knew.tbe regioi ! the
or by mal
Sold
work.
by all Druggist·, 25c.
A duress, Allen S. oln
Smiley Shoe Store. Find their ad I Q Drugstore, Oxford; Noyee Drugstore > j -why it was given that name, and he aaW I Sample mailedΝ.FREE.
Y.
Le
this paper.
1 because there was a bald, ledgy cap ti » sted. Roy,
Norway.

j

TROUBLES AND
STIPATION.

STOMACH

PRICE ATTRACTIONS

Fair Qrounde,

Frank Wallace,

00^,

consisting of H. J. Bangs and
After we had spent a quiet and restful
wife Mr and Mrs. Vivian W. Hills and
night at the Birchee, the famous Billy
*.. Κ. K. Smith vi.U«l C»c. Soule appeared about half-past ten WedCastle Sunday. They report a most nesday
morning, with two steamers, to
pleasant outing with a most excellent take us up Cupsuptic River for a picnic

I bureau said.

we-tt—lOiC A. M S * Ρ M. 10 15 Ρ
suu.lay» iuelu.le«l). Suu.lay only

: «

*

IS, 1905,

HOCTH

UCAVK

No

a Portland painter,
burned by the explosion of η
lamp at bia home in Deerlng Centre Monday night, that he died abont twentyITe was forty years of
four hours later.
age and leaves a wife and two sons.

the mountain, from which you could aw
the whole lake region. Η" π8
at the mountain from several point· of
the compass without being able to discover anything but trees growing to tho
summit, I wondered ^and partly to
fy my curiosity, but more on *ccou°t °'
my inborn love for climbing mountans
and taking a birds-eye view of the countrv I went up the mountain by a fairly
well marked trail
Friday afternocm
But if
The result is worth the climb
anybody tells you it is a mile and a
half from the Mountain View House,
know It's a good two miles. And I
know it is a misnomer to eali the
tain bald, for there is a growth of scrub
trees all over its 1 edgy top, and you have
to find openings in the trees, and take
the view-which really is magnificentin sections.

Rangeley Region.

Through the

NORWAY.

Who said "cat"?

Best French

Crystalline

Lens at Half Price

I For a Short Time. Difficult Cases Solicited. Satisfaction Guaranteed
Refunded. Embrace this opportunity and savo your sight.
Eyes tested free.

or

lloney

OR. A. DeWITT PARMENTER, Eye Refractionist,

I

Merrill Studio, Norway, Maine.

Formerly

of Boston, Mass.

Scientific and Practical

(▲llKlnd·

Optician. Graduate
experience.

of the

15 years practical
Consultation and advice free.

Philadelphia Optical College;
of

Optical Repair Work. Cheap.

OASTORIA For Infants and Children.
Til KU Yoh Hm Always Bought

Bears the

T"

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.

A LOW PRICE

HAPPY WOMEN.

OS

Wouldn't any woman be happy.
After years of backache suffering;
Days of misery, night» of unrest.
The distress of urinary troublée.
To find relief and cure?
No reason why any reader
Should suffer in the face of evidence
like this:
Mrs. Aim ira A. Jackson, of East Front
"For
Traverse City, Mich., says:

—

—

Carpets

Wool

St,

odd patterns and clean

to close out

I began using
Doan's Kidney
Pills I was al-

K. W.

the
of
numbness and
Had a knife been
lack of circulation.
could
thrust into my kidneys the pain
My sleep
not have been more intense.
distorted
was disturbed by visions of
cause

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish !
Also Window & Door Frames.

pounds

lobbing promptly
Telephone connection.
for team.

Ij. M.

Norway,

I am still at the Andrews House,
attended to. South Paris, and selling the finest pianos
and second hand, at the
No charge and organs, new
I sell for
lowest prices ever offered.
Write for
cash or on easy payments.
I have the best self
list of bargains.
in the world, don't fail
for
Maine. player it. pianos
to hear
LU Y S. KYSTEK, South Taris, Maine,
\
I or 211 Treniont St., Boston, Mass.

No. 175.—Charade.

J.

last year and

Tent

r

for Sale.

walked
tender

passion.

And. pierced by Cupid's dart, tach heart
fondly beat in ever new old fashion:
A store to two they reached; she screeched: "Oh. my wuou! It's lost—your
keepsake, Walter!

The

3UY THE

A. NOYES, South Paris.

first of lovers tallied and
down the street, brimful of

A

Hay Tedder for Sale.
new

upou the scone, bringing a crying baby
ways with a disappointed expression.
tu a closed hamper of batuboo. A
Does not this grow thrilling?
arc
lnstautly thrust
See. The man and woman approach dozen swords
through the Interstices amid the ear
each other.
They paee without a sign of recogni- piercing yells of the supposed victim,
tion.
Vut as soon as the formidable blades
At last they are almost the only ones are withdrawn the nine lived Infant
in the depot. From sheer lonesomeness tumbles oui of the basket and salaams
they smile at each other in sympathy lathe assembled audience, holding out
as they pass and repass on their monotoher tiny brown hand for the well deAt last the man speaks to
nous walks.
served backsheesh.
the woman :
As the fun waxes fast and furious
"Were you looking for somebody?"
"I was and am," she responds tartly. sundry quarrels and recriminations be'•I am looking for Algernon Percival tween the rival magicians attract the
intervention of the native police, who,
Itheringcourt of Shank Station, Del.1'
The man starts with surprise.
"dressed in a little brief authority,"
meet
to
here
"am
he
confides,
"I,"
symbolized by ml turban and blue
Flossie Evangeline Rutherford of East
tunic, soon disperse the performers,
Bingville, loci."
and baggage, hastening the enNow the woman starts with surprise. bag
with unlimited kicks
"I don't know any such person as you forced departure
are looking for," she remarks, looking and thumps, submissively received.
at the photograph of tho houri

The finest in the class of creams is saia
bv many to be the purely American
known as -Philadelphia ce
cream," which is made of cream, milk
and sugar. It is made in two ways by
scalding and then freezing, and in its
Made of raw cream, it will
raw state.
eivo greater bulk but will be harsher to
the taste. When scalded the result is a
smooth texture, delicate in flavor, which
can be molded and cut perfectly.
"Neapolitan," is the name given to
the mixture made of milk, eggs and
sugar; or, milk, cream, eggs and sugar,
with flavorings or fruits added.
The French cream is made of milk ana
eggs with arrow-root, corn-starch or
flour added to insure ernoothness and
firmness. Parfaits, biscuit glaces and
mousses are made of whipped cream,
with or without eggs, and frozen with-

Wheu the six small pictures have
beeu rightly read, begin with No. 1
and select letters from them as follows: Two letters from No. 1, two letters from No. 2, two letters from No. 3,
one letter from No. -1, three letters
from No. 5, two letters from No. 0.

Ijongloy,

Osborne tedder,
very little used.

A Street Scene, Bombay.
A mau clad only lu a yellow scarf
and turbau opens a mouth staiued
with the vivid vermilion of betel juice
to show thut the mango seed just
swallowed Las already bccomc a small
tree with green leaves pushing toward
A woman appears uext
the light.

faces of the women he meets. Likewise
he turns his eyes from their countenances
to the photograph in hie hand, and al-

legion,
simple

Product

Pianos.

Plumbing and Heating.

frozen desserts is

ing and nutritious.

will
m-'di. in·· ν. !. h cured Mrs. Jackson
of
be mM ·Hi application to any part
1th·· Γιι ;· ! S· lté·;. Address Foster-Mi
I'uiT.ilo, Ν. Y. For sale by all
bi.ru Ci
boi.
dr·..--' ts ; price, 00 cents per

(NiHDIliR,

A

ROMANCE.

<l(j-

and there are many which are
As a
desserts are more ac9®pt
,
fl.i«i
fulfil
weather than any thing else, as they
tbe mission of being at once both cool-

feel better iu every

and I

TBI

OKCK

blad-

and easily prepared.

way."
A FREE TRIAL of this great kidney

and Job Work.

Ml·.
WrttM Hani Wogd Floor Koarl· for

W.

thThe°Uetof

>

good

WAB

The

relieved of the pain aud the irregucirculalarity of the kidney action. My
tion is

PROMISING

PUT

MEETING

WHAT

^ter

was

or
If In want of My kin.I of HaUh for laaMe
Hoe Lua
>uult* work, μ·Ί I· your or 1er·
bar u<l *hl n< «-· om ki»l C bc*|> for Cuh.

E.

j

anfigurw. The kidney secretions were
noviujtly irregular, and I was tortured
with thirst aud always Moated. I used
of Iran's Kidney I'ills. The
s» v. n box·
1001
bloating sul«sii!'d until I weighed
l»'>s. et>i.!il Λ· |> likt» a child and

of uj
I will furnish IhmHIh ib-I WINDOWS
91m or "HyW at rsMwaaote prlcea.

Planing, Sawing

paraly*- j

could
I
hardly stand on
befeet
my

MAINE.

BAM·
OJT

*nt'clPat^

t r ouble,
liver
but without benefit Just before

most
ed.

THAT

QUIETUS

Jbbm

Frozen Desserte for Hot Weather.
It is a railway station. A woman
At the approach of warm w®8**1",
Κ·. 173.—l'reix»·.
■troll· hither and yon, al«o yon and
one's fancy tnrne to ,rozen.
a
to
Prefix a letter of the alphabet
fuA hnnteae who has acquired the art 01 hither, with alow, measured strides.
In her hand she holds a photograph.
înedley and make a sheet of paper creatine dainty and delectable surprise*
of culinary art need have no It represents a man of some 28 years,
in this
once folded.
with Hyperion carls and a smile of
Prefix a letter to a malt liquor and
Hia chin is twisted
vacuous innocence.
b«om«
make a bundle of goods covered aud
around until it pointa directly over hia
after the first attempt
couraged
corded.
ia an expression in
ing that after considerable labor theι re- shoulder, and there
hia eyes which telle all too plainly that
sult is far from what was
Panic.
!»o. 174.—Ptetere
if it was to be an ice, she finds instead the photographer bad uaed tongs on bis
until
of a firm, smooth mixture a ttlD'''"J neck to hold his face at that angle
mess that instantly melts upon removal the fell work was done.
Nervously the woman peers into the
from the freezer. If it was tobe
frozen cream, instead of being smooth as faces of the men she passes.
From their faces her eyes turn ever
velvet, it is coarse-grained and icy.
her hand.
In the first instance the trouble arises and anon to the photograph in
of disfrom the fact that the maker has neglect- And always the same swift shade
andfrult appointment glides athwart her couned to boil the sugar,
iuices before freezing. In the case of tenance.
Another person attracts our attention.
the cream, the ice used to freezehaanot
It is a man.
been crushed fine enough and the paddle
He, too, strolls slowly through the
not turned correctly.
holds a photograph in
Many persons cannot eat frozen cream station. He, too,
The picture is that of a fair
on account of its causing gastric de- his hand.
with a pompadour bang,
rangements; this anses from the fat young thing,
and a merry, merry twinkle in her eye,
which is contained in the cream of whlc
of the lady in the bonbon
unto
that
mixtur. I. mid.. Α Ιπ,Μ» crtwd Ijke
composed of milk and eggs, being more advertisements.
The man also peers anxiously into the
free from fatty substances, will not cause

"S&S«ïSX»

doctoring
for kidney and

Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

BUT

Heredity Wratertea.
doc«Bailed" the Market.
"If there le much virtue In the
A proud mother tells the following trine of Inherited qualities, why Is
story of her hopeful young sou of seven: there such a vast difference, as we see
between
"James has always had an eye to a
In a multitude of luatance3,
bit of money making wherever possi- brothers or between sisters?" said au
"Years
ble. The other day I was called from
observer of men and things.
of (his
home rather suddenly and, being obligI began to make a study
ago
ed to leave the baby asleep In her craat hanie
matter, and I have a book
dle, told James that be must keep filled with coses bearing on fraternal
watch over little sister and promised
disparities. I know of a learned jurist,
him 10 cents for his trouble. When I
and a most excellent man from every
where
husband's
office,
reached my
M;e
of view, who has a brother In
point
a
found
James knew I was to stop. I
I knew of a family of six
penitentiary.
telephone message awaiting me. My brothers, three of whom were meu of
young financier wanted me to call him
standthe highest social nud business
up, which I did. He wanted to know
were knaves
three
other
the
while
whether I didn't think his job worth a lug,
and vagabonds, outcasts from society.
quarter If the baby should wake up. I
mother,
They had the same father and
felt
well
and
knew the baby pretty
same moral and Intellectual trainthe
safe In agreeing to this demand, for
Whence the difference*/ I know of
she nlways slept the morning through. ing.
sisters, one of whom Is an angel
two
Before I hung up the receiver, howand the other a totally depraved creaever. what was my amazement to hear
Iuherited qualities often exist
ture.
James screaming at the poor little
and are Influential In the formation of
darling:
but the law of their trans"
'Wake up! Wake up, kid! Buddy's character,
"
Is wholly uncertain."—Washmission
going to 'muse you!'
ington Post.

Met by Chance.

fine

was

Chas. F. Ridlon,
NORWAY,

"SîSSSS'^ïîiSS^ SfiS'SôwÇf™
CfSûwTox^rtDeBiocrU, Parts, Mai*»·

twenty years I

up stock.

They

you gave me. dear!" And here,
while tears roll, her voice begins to
falter.
171».—Double

in his hand.
"And I don't know any of the Itheringtons," he states, trying to catch a
glimpse of the photo she holds.
"This Mr. Itherington," she says, "is
a handsome young man and has a million dollars in hia own name."
"And Miss Rutherford," he says, "ia
a beautiful young heiress, who yearns
for some manly man to manage her

Acroatlc.
beautiful

objection^

action,

Primais aud finals
wild flower.
Crosswords: 1. To rub

uame a

Wearily she takes in the details of his
The Philadelphia and NeapolitaD
hard with
observes hie "craggy
creams are the foundations for every costume and then
of
bird.
made
2.
A
new
coarse.
a
tent,
singing
something
I have for sale
of colored and flavored <créam beard and the wart on the nose, neither
variety
of
the
4.
One
name.
3. Λ masculine
he
nice heavy duck. Size 11 χ 28 feet.
known. Melted cocoa or chocolate used of which are in the photo. Also,
great lakes in America. 5. Conveyance in the proportion of one tablespoonful takea note of her false frizzes. Then
Apply to
aaka what
from one line to another.
of unsweetened chocolate or two of dis- she goea to the gateman and
HARRY DUDLEY,
solved cocoa to each pint will give a de- time the next train leaves for Bingville,
Bucktield.
to
Ko. 177.—Arlthmog rupli.
sirable cream. Crushed fresh fraikweU Ind., while he is behind her, waiting
NSi'Î-V-t
as to the next train for
I am con ; nosed of nine letters and seasoned, with sugar added, will give a get Information
Ξ
.Shank Station, Del.
delicious fruit cream.
name an English novelist.
«r [yryv&fx
Love is blind, but once in a while it
Coloring pastes now in the market will
My 4, 3. 5. (» Is gcvxl to eat.
Tribune.
produce delicate pistachio (green), violet, gets its eye· opened.—Chicago
My Γ». 3. 1. 0 is a girl's name.
rose, piuk and orange.
vessel
of
Horror.
Moment
is
a
A
1
seagoing
2,
4,
3,
My
FKKKZIXO AÎCD MATERIALS.
for pleasure trips.
A cry of horror burst forth from the
of
The finer the ice is crushed the more «ut ansemblage.
every
to
Ninety-nine
Other
Write
Are due
Before You Purchase Any
Indigestion.
My 2. 8, 0 is found In many a barn.
trouble
the freezing will result, and the
Thousands of willing hands would
one hundred people who have heart
THE NEW HOME SE.vi~G M ACHIKE COMPANY
My 7. 8, 5. β Is a garden or farming
smoother will be tbe teiture of the have averted the catastrophe if possible,
ORAiVGS, HASS.
can remember when it was simple indigestool.
1
> va rrade to sell regardfrozen mixture. The ic<vcrusher. in the but evwybody realized that
nothing
tion. It is a scientific fact that all cases of
Many Sewing Ma
Sew H«m" is m&dt |
market are the best means to accomplish cnuld be done.
heart disease, not organic, are not only less ot ejus ·>.i:-.; t.
Ko. 17H.—Diamond.
runs
out
this work, but when these are not at
traceable to. but are the direct result of indi- I to weir. Our guaranty never
Strong men groaned in anguish and
1. A letter. 2. Close. 3. A thicket of
We make Swing '·' ichines lo suit all condition! I
the stomach
hand a n«rae burlap bag snd smaU fair women looked on with pale cheek*
**
gestion. All food taken into ferments
5. A receiver.
4.
Hindered.
shrubs.
V
%» lloiu*
at
th«
stands
trade.
T
e
the
of
|
and j
Break and glistening eyes.
hatchet are tbe neit best media
which fails of perfect digestion
7. To conhead ot all Ηίκ>ι·ΐί ru<le farr.iiy sewing machines ·». N<>t subject to coutrol.
with a pick into cbuuks about the else
What had happened?
sweilsthe stomach, puffing it up against the
Sold by aulhui'liril dealer» ouly.
8.
products,
of
Agricultural
again.
action
quer
of the band; th«> place in tbe "f*d
Was it a horrible accident?
heart. This interferes with the
llobb·'
More
letCo.,
A
11.
that
Close.
Id.
of
time
Variety
aside.
tbe
Agent·,
i). To turn
wbile holding
Worse than that'
owning
the heart, and In tho course
of
diseased.
«ule
the
th<
flat
becomes
will.
Lne ban·!,
ter.
Norway, Maine.
Oh, far worse!
delicate but vital organ

Ψ& XL·

I.mvjer*.
In Itussia during the reign of Peter
the Great private litigants might have
their sulls prosecuted free of cost by
lawyers paid by the state. The emperor, discovering that his subjects were
being Imposed up >11 by their legal
agents, who contrived to delay trials
Peter the Crent and

be observed in selecting
materials of the best, as any
able taint or flavor will render thefrozen
The best
mixture quite unpalatable.
flavorings are always the cheapest in the
in
end, as less alcohol is used their exand less of the flavoring is
estate."
needed to acquire good results.

one

No.

<4~

l,UCarèrimust

guiltily

until they had sucked their clients dry.
enacted that sufficient solicitors and
attorneys should l<e employed at hand-

yearly salaries to officiate for
the public In every mutter of law. He
ordered further that thine ηι«·η should
Insert in a reg'ster written op dally
th«· dat··* of ti;ι·ι|IratIons to tli«*;i· and
should proceed with the suits In the
received
If they
without n**|x*ct of |wr* »n*.
failed to do «<·». 1f they mnfp'od any
bril»e or f»«e or If they ww dilatory
the*»· lawyer* were to l»e ktiottled and

Weak

Hearts

Worms?

Kodoi Digests What You Eat
and relieves the stomach of all nervous
strain and the heart of all pressure.
the triai
BeCtea *»!*. SI 00 Sre hotd'n 2 S t..τι es

■

J

i»ti.

rUUIMM

Superb new steamers of this line leave
Franklin Wharf. Portland, an·I India
Wharf, Boston.
y (except Sunday) at
7 »·. ».

I·

! f. »'s

Crean<

alway·

I·!

COLD"-HEAD

All cargo, except Live Su*-k, via the mmHL
steamer* of this Company, is insured KL Y bK«>TIIKK>. * Warwu Hrvet. X.
against lire and marine ri^k.
J.

F.

I.ISCOMll,

Wharf, Portland, Me.

Ajjent,

CALVIN AUSTIN, Vie· President
and tieueral Manager, Boston, Mass.

York

Tu »11 persons Interested In either of the E*ial<hereinafter Mate· I
At s t'rotMUe Court, held at Parts. in and
fur the County of Oxforl, un the llitrl Tues, lay of
July, 1b Um year of our Lorl one thousand
The following matter
nine hundred an·! Ave.
having >>ocn presented fur the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It 1» hereby <>Κ1·ΚΚΕΙ·
That notice thereof be given to all person* Interested, by causing a copy of tills orler to be
three week· successively In the Οχ.
>rl l^einocrat, a newspaper published at South
Pari·, In «aid County, that they rnav appear at a
Probate Court t*> be held at Rumforl, on the
Uilrt Tuesday of Λugust, A. L>. 1!*>S. at 9
of the cluck In the forenoon, and be heart there·
un If they see cause.

&
High

in

specialty.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

non.

DEBOB\H Β. Π) Υ Ε, late of Waterford, deceased ; petition for orler to distribute t>a!ance
remaining In his hands presented by William
Koye, admlnt-trator.

L. M. TUFTS,

JAMES U DAVIS, ward, of Canton; second
account presented for allowance by tieo. A.

Nichols St.,

Wilson, guardian.
ESTEL LA M. .J UP Κ INS, ward, of Greenwood, ilrst account presented for allowance by
Edwart W. Penley, guardian.
/ERA MAY BEAN et ale, wards, of Denmark, petition for license to sell and convey
real estate and Invest the proceeds presented by
A. Maude W Itham, guardian.

SOUTH PARIS.

Spruce, Fir, Hemlock
Poplar delivered at

any station.

·■

"fis S
m

In the winter snow may be used in»tead of »ce for freezing, but it will I»
It is a good plan to
quire a longer time.
» ι .nl or tub with water set it out of
doors and let it become frozen MM,
tke· pour over the edge enough hot
water to ko·—, and turn the ice into a
bank, where it will keep frozen
wMfad.
and clean just as long aa it
In that waj one can secure ice all w nter.
AH cooked miituree must be cold before turning into the freezer, as they
will congeal more rapidly, and ««us save
I)o not add the flavoring until the
,ce
mixture is cold.
an upright
position in the tub while
and salt in, putting the
cover on to keep out the salt, which
would ruin the mixture. Hold the can
firmly with one hand while placing three
inches of the crushed ice, then three
inches of salt; now fill up alternately
with ice and salt, giving the can a turn
to see if it turns easily; wipe off cleanly,
then turn in the cream or sirup; place
the dasher in and adjust the cover and
Turn slowly until the mixture
crank
begins to thicken; then turn more rapidlv
At the end of fifteen minutes the
should be frozen; but one can
easily judge by the force needed to turn
the crank
Wipe off the can, remove

Lll
I

Low

dizzy spells,

headache, indigestion, constipation, Hol-

were

Sll>eria.

Mfftitmare.
called lu company
Upon a iu»lt>< surjrc.ni found him Inmoaning a twinge of pa'n in his right
forefiug· r. The e*Ilers «mlled.
■ftivat Scutt, doctor." exclaimed one.
"y'»u don't mean to nay that a pain In
the finger Itofher* a man so 11 ed to
'«

TH«-

Two patient*

wli

•«■vues

*£% £

Important

to Mothers.
Examine cm* fully every bottle of CASΤΟΚΑ,
a asfe and rare remedy for infants and children,
and see that It
the
Signature of
Bears

mixture

/ΊΧ
C

//?/>

la Use For Over SO Years.
The Kind You Bave

the dasher, ecraping oil all the frozen

Always Bought.

Jack—So your engagement, with Miss

DeStylee is off, eli?
Tom—Yes; thanks

to her father.
the old man refuse to
sanction the match?
Tom—No. When I asked his consent
he never said a word, but got busy and
showed me her millinery bills.

Jack—Did

In It the following notice:
Dear Sir—Goods that have been select-

ed of one's own free will at mv establishment are not taken back asaln.

The young couple laughed heartily
and were reconciled.

consumption.

rections as to the best means of carmany remedies and was under the care
I ing for the child, anil the officer who
of phyeiciana for several months.
used one bottle of Foley's Honey and makes the visit is expected to see that
Tar. It currd me and I have not been the directions are clearly understood.
troubled since.'1 F. A. Sburtleff & Co.

Patience—And you say be kissed you !
Patrice—Yes, but I couldn't really
help it. He did it when I couldn't help

FRENCH CREAM.

Johnny—"Papa, what is

pint of milk; one pint cream;
half-pound granulated sugar and one
heaping teaspoonful flour mixed and
stirred into the liquid when hot. Scald
in double boiler, and when a wrinkled
One

an

optimist?"

Father.—"A man who will promise to
go to another picnic while attending
one."

Λ Whip In the Pulpit.
A writer In an English review tells
a reminiscence of a brother of a famous
dean
of
The
Chrlstchurcli.
brother was rector of a small parish.
His eccentricity was somewhat remarkable. lie was a famous whip and
drove a splendid team, of which he
was very proud.
Ile was fond of
showing·off how he could fiick a fly
from either of his leaders' ears without touching the horse. This accomplishment he transferred to a rather
unexpected locality, for he always carried his whip up into the pulpit witb
him, and woe to the unfortunate member of his congregation whom he detected nodding.

Many persons in this community are
add six beaten eggs
who
twenty minutes more; suffering from kidney complaint
could avoid fatal results by using Foley's
The Stork'· Balancing.
remove; cool and add one-half teaspoon"Poor Jack! she has destroyed his,
No one has really seeu a stork until
ful vanilla, one teaspoonful lemon and Kidney Cure. F. A. Sburtleff Λ Co.
faith in womankind."
FOR SALE.
he has watched him stand ou one leg
one teaspoonful orange extract.
"You're mixed. It was Ned she jiltHusband—1"What! You don't mean to
beside his nest. After one has seen
Six pigs, five weeks old, and pure ed. She married Jack."
FROZEN CUSTARD.
in
all
this
eay you are going shopping
this feat he Is sure It was a stork.
"Yes, that's what I mean."
blood Holstein bull, two years old.
Scald one quart of milk; mix two level rain?"
course, I am. I've saved Nothing in the animal kingdom Is more
tablespoonfuis cornstarch with enough Wife—"Of
H. M. BERRY, South Paris. | Dear Gus:—I have solved the mother- cold
milk to make a thin paste; then add up 14 for a rainy day, and this is the marvelous than the way this great
in-law problem, just give her regularly
it to the scaldcd mixture; scald twenty first opportunity I've had to spend it." bird can balance his long body on a
Ilollister's Rocky Mountain Tea.
It
minutes and add four yolks beaten with
piece of bone which Is no thicker than
v
will make her healthy, happy and docile
FOLEY'S KIDNEY CURE.
one pound of sugar and stir for ten mina wheat stalk and to behold also the
as a lamb.
35 cents, Tea or Tablets.
vanilla
or
with
any
Will cure Brigbt's Disease.
utes; cool and flavor
perfect ease with which he goes to
F. A. Shurtlefif A Co.; Orin Stevens.
desired extract.
Will cure Diabetes.
sleep while still poised In this critical
in
Bladder.
Will cure Stone
Mother—"The professor says ho can
BOSTON SHERBET.
position.
Will cure Kidney and Bladder Diseases.
make a concert singer out of Grayce.
one
and
one-fourth
of
Λ
One
Sburtleff
Co.
P.
A.
water,
quart
What do you think of the idea?"
Rot IntereNted.
In the tirst place you should know 1 hat Paru id
She
wouldn't pounds of sugar, peel of one lemon and
Father—"Splendid.
Father—Robert, Is It not about time
is no experiment. It has been on the m arketabout
one orange; boil and strain; cool; add
Poe had penned off "The Raven"
After
more
in
the
would
then,
sing
parlor any
ten years and has stood the test. In 189i the U. S.
juice of three lemons; one pint of orange îe took it to an editor. "Is this a good that little boys were In bed? Robert
ihe?"
Government used a large amount of it in Cub»; four
(aged six, carelessly glancing at his
of canned pineapple >oem?" he asked.
one pint
juice;
years later, it having proved so satisfa îtory, they
freeze to a mush, then add one
It will wash and not rub off
"Good poem?" chuckled the editor. watch)—Really, father, I must be exjuice;
ordered 1,200,000 feet for shipment to 4 (anila, and
This complexion all envy me,
cased from venturing an opinion. It
pint of cream and finish freezing.
'Why, It l« a bird!"
tbey are still usirg '*· The sales of Tart id now are
It s no secret so I'll tell
Poe was so tickled he started to write is a subject In which I have little inFROZEN FRUIT.
well up to 400 carloads a year or ap) iroxitnately
Take thou Rocky Mountain Tea.
or the comic papers.
terest. I have no little boys, you know.
of strawberries, red
Put one
20,000,000 feet.

We want to
You

a

WEST

PARIS,

MAINE.

I vens.

and

appears

scald for

|

spin.—.

yarn ab

>

quart
raspberries or pared peaches in a bowl,
"I had diabetes in its worst form,"
Faahlonable Term.
Father—Yon ought to be ashamed of cutting the strawberries in half, and if rrites Marion Lee of Dunreath, Ind. "I
"McBluff Is suffering with rheumarapidly increasing.
rourself, Dick. You are now in your the peaches are used cut these in sec- ( ried eight
relief.
without
physicians
Another thing to be considered is the low cost as
wenty-âfth year and you haven't earned tions; sprinkle over them the juice of , )nly three bottles of Foley's Kidney tism, I hear."
compared with shingles, being 20 to 40 pe r cent chcaPer, according to the quantity ι penny yet. At your age I bad already one large lemon and one pound of ^ ;ure made me a well man." F. A.
"No, he isn't suffering. He's got it,
and thickneaa used, than a medium qualit >· cedar, making allowance for the extra narried a woman with £10,000.
granulated sugar; stand on ioe over- ( Ihurtleff Λ Co.
but he's quite proud and happy. His
There are ma ny roofs ho flat that shingles are entirely
cost of laying the shingles.
into
the
freezer
and
Then
turn
night.
doctor calls It 'gout' "—Philadelphia
unsuitable, while Paroid would be as goot I ns a gravel or tin roof at a small part of
Foley's Kidney Cure is a medicine pour one quart of plain cream on top;
Mother—I'm glad you're playing with Press.
the cost. It ia especially adapted to pia tzas and dormer window·.
By using ree from poisons and will cure any case turn the dasher until frozen; in the winParoid it ia practicable to build sheds, pot iltry houses, Ac., with Hat roofs at a big »f kidney disease that Is not beyond the ter canned peaches, cherries and berries 1 food little boys now.
The Pain Part.
Tommy—Y<»'m; they ain't like the
saving in material. We have the well kne wn Xeponset Ked Rope Roofing which each of medicine. F. A. Shurtlefif Λ uan be used by draining off most of the ither
kind. Irkin lick any one o' dese
"Do you take pains with your eatia an excellent low-priced roof, good for ti re years or more. We shall be pleased *>.
juices.
:lds If I wanter.
k
ing?" asked the doctor,
to furnish samples and further informatio on appUcation.
GRAPB ICC.
"No," sadly replied tbe dyspeptic.
Pay a girl a compliment and she will
J ways remember it. Say something disThe juice of grape· boiled with sugar
Foley's Kidney Car· will oure all "Die palus dont come till afterward."
ι
never
fordisordered
to
her
ahe
will
and
<
is
eases
from
lemon·
make
an
tad
the
added
of
igreeable
kidneys -Philadelphia Record.
arising
joloe
I
< r bladder.
Ideal frown deesert—Id·».
Fi A. Shartkff A Go,
get It.
We have handled Paroid for about I hree years
and have sold nearly 100,000 feet and Che sale w

P. A. Shurtleff Λ

Co.;

Orin Stevens.

j
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trie railway iimM In· acrtnlMl to Thorn
is ltavciip»rt of Brandon. Yt.. black
amlttl and c'eetrlclan. inventor and arl
In Wtl he ran a toy motor
cnti-t
onmmIciI oil wImvIm on a sm.ili »ir« ular
v. a:»<l η year later b«· exhibited
mil
it at i\'rûirHHd nml at 1*«·<1··η Then
•t
give ii|* ill*· KtHMt. and for tin#*·
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Bi Papers One Year lor $2.25.

NEWS-

Sfixl yoer unlrr an·! money to The Oifor>l Ι>··πμκ r »»,
South I'aria, Maine.
Your name ami *«Mi«·-* on ap-atal <art| t·· THE NEW
«
t>, h
\<>Vk IUI-WEEKI.Y TKIBI NE. V* York
bring you a free «ample copy.

DECORATE.

Sired by Dakk Die vu, 2.0!», by M vmiikino Kino, "The Handsomest Horse iu
Jkwki. ( Dam of l.onl March, 2.11 1-2; Diatnnn·!
the World.'" Dam Jkwkl.
Kinir, (|>) 2 11* 1-2; Point Dexter, 2.21 1-2;) May mare, large snip, right hind ankle
white. Foaled June 8, I*80. Bred at Village Farm. Sired by A i.mont Jk., 1*21».
I:
Record 2.20. Sire of Bell Hamlin, 2.12 ·ί-4; Wardwell, 2.14 1-4; Globe, 2.14
2.1Ô 1-4; Wardwell, (p) 2.1·» 1-4; Architect, (ρ) 2.10 1-4; And 4«i others
Orvid.

(|«)

in 2.30.

DECORATE WILL STAND AT STABLE OF W. J.
: $23 TO WARRANT.

Chesterville. Me.

The True "L. F." Is a Sprln* System
Cleanser and Tonic.

j
ί

Tenney,

DIRECT.

COUNT

Foaled June J'
Black colt, largo stripe, front ankles white, hind legs white.
1902. Brod at Village Farm.
SiitKD » ν Diukct II λ ι., 2.04 1-1.
by Mambrino King, 12"'.».
Dam, Tho Countess
I»ain of Clilmi'Nliiino (4), 2.2S I I, «Ire ol Klorlila
Chimes (p), 2.10 14, ami 2 otlicr.-t In ·■!..'{».

by Almont, Jr.,

2d dam, Toilet,
Dam of Kcdltluary Legatee, 2.311-2; Geyser Hoy,

2.20 1-4.
3d dam, Mermaid
SUtcr of l/t 0»<-ali>iU, 2.2!» 3-4: Kraixlnm of
Lucretla, 2.20; Ulalne, 2.2* 1-2; ·1ιιιιι of Almont
Dictator, tlie of 1.
WILL STAND AT W. J. WHEELER'S

9

will be at Elm House, Norway,
and ist Tuefday
Office TERMS: #25 TO WARRANT.
month.
A. M.

to

4

Examined free.

WHEELER, SOI'TII

PARIS, MAINE. TERMS

—Janes

Eyes

,4

Every inch a kintf. Ul.u k stallion, white ankles
behind, 1*» hands, weighs I !♦·*! pounds, owned by
JOHN B. ROBINSON, Oxford, Me.
WM. J. WIIÏKLEK, South l'art». Mo.

L. F for general debility and building
up of the system there would be less
sickness and fewer doctor s bills. You
may use this statement if you see fit."
H. Burbank. Clerk dr. J Treasurer,

hours, 10:30

n

Ilandvxneftt Mallion in M.tinc.

the 'L. F. Atwood's Bitters that 1 want
to tell about It. I am positive that Κ
people would lake tnore cf the True

Tuesday, Aug. ist,
of each following

·1
<r

iml rooUin* all the most important nrt· < f Th«- Iht. >
Tribun»·, which I· a tuarutM of lu valu*·.
:
If you live ia th« village or on a frjm au·I ha»* η
t.
time for a daily newapaper you may be kept ia cloer
>'
«nui
• illi all important newa ->f the ».»rl.| at a ver*
The rrvutar |.rt«· of THE NEW ><>Wk Ikl-U El M \
TUItil NE ia <>oly ♦ I .So |>er year, but tou ran wt un· t »
The Oaford l>rm<Krjt,
your own favorite local newapaper,

ί

received such treat benefit from

Dr. Austin

το·· err*.

la a metropolitan η»·*«paper for buay people, aln
<
jpMNi m a daily, an«l your Rural Free IMiver)
bring* it Ui your door three time» every week.
It ia published on Momlay·, Wolnrfli)· ami Kr

GOOD

OUT?j

SlôMch. Hewrte. Ll»»r and
KMm)·. TW Mere ''LP."
the Lees 5lchaee>

new

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

PAPER.

re

Signature of

In Use For Over 30 Years.

high point

by the court.

ALWAYS

The Kind You Hare Always Bought

At the great festival of the New
Year hold in Lassa the "dunce of the
gods" is per.'irnu'd In the presiu e of
the grand lama. A long cable oi twisted leather thongs Is stretched from a
In the battlements of lit-

hium's palace to the plain below, and
two men slide from top to bottom, ly
Ιηκ on their chests and spreading out
their arms as If to swim. The treuieudous rapidity of the descent is frequently fatal to the dancer*. hut there
are never wanting fanatics who will
undertake it iu the hope of a happy
transmigration or adveuiurer.i att act
el by the value of the reward offer·!

CASTORIA

GENUINE

p. M.

by Dictator,
STABLE, SOUTH

1S21».

11:1.

PARIS, MK

ALL MARES AT OWNERS' RISK.

FOIS SALE.

For Sale.

SCOTCH COLLIE PUPS.
NOTICE.
House of S rooms, stable and two
(Il the District Court of the United States for the acres of
If
in want of a dog try the Collie.
All
in
etc.
fruit
trees,
land,
Λ Birth wntch.
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
to
condition.
1
In
matter
or
Their
the
Apply
good
born
Id
certain
beauty, superior intelligence
When α cbllil Is
EngFKANK I». DAME,
| In Bankruptcy,
F. A. TAYLOR,
and general usefulness on the farm
lish towns there is α race for the of Rumford Fulls, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Frank G. Dame In the
Buckfield, Me.
health department, especially if the
and about the home will surprise you.
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
event has occurred In the poorer disNotice Is hereby given that on the 1st day of
M. E. BENNETT,'
A. D. 1906, the said Frank G. Dame was
April,
Is
not
reason
for
the
haste
The
trict.
duly abjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
J. WALDO NASH,
Bucktield, Nie.
a desire to tee that the record of vital
meeting of his creditors will be held at the Court
Paris, on the 0th day of Aug
statistics is properly kept, but because House. In South
at
which
In
the
at
10
o'clock
A. D. 1905,
forenoon,
there Is a reward of a shilling to the time the said creditors may attend, prove their
Uanlcd.
a trustee, examine the bankrupt,
claims,

one who is first to notify the health
officer, provided tills notification Is givC. Unger, 211 Maple St, Champaign, en within
forty-eight hours. As soon
111., writes: "I was troubled with a ns the tip Is received the mother is visI
and
for
a
thought
year
hacking oough
diI tried a great ited and given a printed slip with
I had

CONSUMPTION THREATENED.

Caetoria le a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups· It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worm*
and allays Feverisliness. It cures Diarrliwa and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
-The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend.

The Dnnce of tlie (i»ili.

[

assuring her that her husband would
receive her kindly after this.
The pair 011 reading the letter found

What is CASTORIA

laughing."

—

^

lister's Rocky Mountain Tea will make
you well and keep you well. If it fails
get your money back. That's fair. 35
cents. F. A. Shurtlefif «4 Co.; Orin Ste- surface

they

Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

tunately the Turkish ambassador was
allotted to Lady Waldegiave, who did
not care to have him as her neighbor.
She consequently told him that his
place was at the other side of the ta
ble. He, with oriental politeness, did
as she bade him and sat down opposite
to her. This upset the whole arrangement. The couples wandered about the
room like sheep that were being driven
out of a fiel I. Mr. Motley, who had evwent
ery merit except a goad temper,
lntj a passion, ami I nearly died of

jcomplaiulng

—

If you are troubled with

Ε. H. PIKE,

i<

*

si ι quarts of cream or

—

and

In the matter of
)
UEO RUE C. RUSSELL, j In Bankruptcy.
of Canton, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Ueorge C. Kussell In
the County of Oxfort and district aforesaid:
Notice Is hereby given that on the 22nd day of
July, A. D. 1»ό", the said George C. Russell
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, aud that the tlrst
meeting of his creditors will be held at the Court
House, In South Paris, on the 'Jth day of Aug
A. D. l'JUû, at 10o'clock In the forenoon.at which
time the said creditors mav attend, prove their
claims, appoint a trustee. examine the bankrupt
and transact such other business as may properly come before .iald meeting.
South Parts, Jul ν 24, l«Uô.
UEO. A. WILSON,
Referee Id Bankruptcy.

I water

■*

pack

SQUARES

PEELED PULPWOOD.

λΟΤΚ'Κ.
In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

freeze and

PHILADELPHIA CREAM.
Illustrated Ilebtu: One
US.».
One quart of thin cream put in a dish myself.
How was that?
which is set in boiling water; add to the
good turn deserves another.
I was putting my hat on.
2. cream one-half pound of sugar and stir
No. 170.—Five (îirls: 1. Mary.
Winifred. 3. Alice. 4. Helen. 5. Dora. until dissolved. When cream is scalded, QUICK RELIEF FOR ASTHMA SUFadd one tablespoonful
No. 171.—Additions: Cur-ate, eur-few, remove, cool;
FERERS.
vanilla extract and freeze. If tbe cream
cur-tall.
Tar-tan,
cur-rant, cur-reut,
Foley's Honey and Tar affords imis thick, it must be thinned with milk
tar-get, tar-tar.
before scalding or when frozen it will mediate relief to asthma sufferers in the
172.
No.
worst stages and if taken in time will
Transpositions: Magpie, contain small particles of butter.
effect a cure. F. A. Sburtleff & Co.
image. Sketch, chest. Thrash, harsh.
No.

Wanted.

ADDISON E. I1EHKICK, Judge of said Court.
A true copy—Attest :
ALBERT I>. PARK. Register.

Itlddle.

L-.«n« 55

—

Crayon, Water color,
a

Small

batchy

a

mixture and packing down into the can.
the can with ice and salt, having
No. 1C3.—Double Zigzag: Keats. La- Repack
it Jome up over the lid. A cork covered
mia. Crosswords—1. Keel. 2. Peat. 8.
with wax paper must be fitted into the
Atom. 4. Stir. R. Soda.
dasher hole in the cover to prevent the
No. 1 <'>4.—Syncopations: Fo-u-nd. Sa- salt and water
running through. Do
not draw off the icy brine. There is a
p-Id. No-l-se.
water
No. 1G5.—Missing Numerals: XL. IV. hole in every tub which allows
to escape which is not needed to
ripe
I. CL. I. I. LI. MI. C.
Kln-d. the mixture. The latter will take about
Curtailments:
l(i&
No.
three hours to "ripen."
Ilear-t. Rim-e.
There is nothing more attractive for
No. 107.— Jumbled Names: Harlehot days than a frozen cream or ice
quins. cricket. locust. grasshopper.
served in dainty glass îce-cups tumblera
No. 108.—Double Diagonals:
or wine-glasses, and by very little extra
trouble the service can be made more
Fancies
palatable by the addition of ^ Maraschino
bLotcHy
or mint cherries, candied violets, candied
κ
ρ
Ο ν Ο υ χ
mint leaves, or sprigs of: fresh m nt.
Ice cream frozen solidly in brick for™
s
β
r
ο W κ
ρ
and cut into small cubes is served in
β
ρ
Ε c Ε d κ
low dishes and eaten with ice cream
Κ
Κ
Ρ R Κ
R Β
forks.

Grade Portrait Work
and Oil

lllnaaelf.

Key to the Pussier.

Mouldings at

Sepia

CLIFFORD NEWM \N, late of Dlxdeld. depetition fur orler to distribute balance
remaining In his hands présenté·! by William

ceased

II-·■»»«

Λ

Mats, Mirrors

Kuhltshed

Hie·.

What Is that which sweetens tlie cup
of lift», but which, If It loses but one
letter, embitters It? Hope and hop.

and Pictures,

ρηοβλτκ xoTin:».

W. Blanchard, ailmlnlstratur île bonis

w

Picture Frames

Franklin

<

The Γηηκ Ι la u patient
He *«.·· for <1m> · without a drink.
Th«T·* In a Icgi-rid In the east
Wh h uyi the camd cannot wink.
Hut that U Just un Ml· Jest—
We wish J to show a thought sublime:
The cam· 1 Is α model *ood—
He humps himself all of the time.
-Chicago Tribune.

lirai· ι») PiutorU tte M«ml>nUM. HiAirt·
Ikt Heu-r» of Tutt »n·» Hnell
Larne^lie te
mbU, α iHtwrt-w ur it] «uni Trial >Ui I·»:. by

m., aiul from Boatou at 7 P. m.

|MI.-T«n

He

>)ieuu-!cl(Mmlh
N*a*J Γμιιη
Λ !l*jr» lnlaa>m»UoB 1

Commencing June llth, from Portland

convex.

Τ1κ· plain « itjr.
Tlh* wtritkf city.

ud pliiiiM
uar. tintai» μ t»<
i jurtuu* -Iran
illU<|uk«)y trnwrM
Ut*«n KrlW f at oa««.

«fcOIMTIONAL SUNDAY TRIPS.

dlffereut every
1 am ID»\| to pnt money

\o

Bain* I

I

him

la.
1 am of tnany different shapes, but

CATARRH

K>KTLANO AM) BOSTON LINE.
ii.au.

RKAUW
I OK

1

Sometime*

on

which

of aiiffering as yourself!"
"Κ certainly ϋι**," tin· surgeon anhad
struck
the
bat
out,
The man at
swered. with α worried look. "How
leaving three men on hases, and the
do I know that It Isn't th<· first symphome team had lost the game.
tom of hloasl poisoiiiug? That Is the
Μ Κ Ν* F'A ST SIXTY IN I)A\(i Κ R.
nightmare of the surgeon. Xo matter
More than half of mankind over sixty how careful lie may be, he Is liable to
years of age snffer from kidney and contract poisoning ill operating, and
bladder disorders, usually enlargement that kind of (toisoning Is of the most
of nrostate gland. This is both painful virulent
tyjie. Any time a surgeon Is
and dangerous, and Foley's Kidney Cure
about a pain In the hand
should be taken at the first sign of dansympathize with him, for he Is doing
ger as It corrects irregularities and has
Philadelphia
cured many old men of this disease. Mr. some h alii guessing."
Rodney Burnett, Rock Port, Mo., writes: Rcs-ord.
"I suffered with enlarged prostate gland
Knew Ilia na*lnesa.
and kidney trouble for years and after
A merchant whose daughter had
taking two bottles of Poley's Kidney
Cure I feel better than I bave for twenty married a man with whom it proved
years although I am now 01 years old." she could not get 011 very well was
F. A. Shnrtleff Λ Co.
much surprised some weeks later to
see the young lady return home again
"Failed, did he?"
"
Y es. Liabilities were half a million." with all her belongings.
The old man listened very attentive"Goodness! What are his assets?"
"Not a cent."
ly to her story and then went to his
"And yet you denied that he possessed desk and wrote η note to his son-intrue financial genius!"
law. which he gave to his daughter,

bard .urface until tbe
of the bag are crushed
Five pounds of ice U> two pounds of

pound

et
i-ontent*

IT».-Hld4le.

tbe lu. ud.
1 am sometimes very costly, but I
am useful as well as ornamental.
Sometime* the wind blow· me away

ilRI

Portland Division.
Γλγο

!

■

CATARRH

ΤΗ»

lilt

Χα.

Most everyb;t»ly possertcw* me.
Matters of etiquette «· nuvru toe, and
the seasons uflVet uie uotwvably.
Sometimes 1 nui tall and slimy.
lu but weather 1 am often carried In

J

• rait»iM-iowaitw. m·· un«
r. IKll
(«. k.kar., Mx

by r. A. SburtVeff a Co.

Eastern steamship Company.

at M P.

It* HWI,

Dr. Τ rue's Elixir

six*, which sells lor 50c.

Prepared by L α De WITT Λ CO.. ΟΗίΟΑβα
Sokt

acut to

Luickly

Mr D. KLaubJ·. οf Nevada. O.. my*: I had Mcirjch
trou6>a and «as la a had Mate aa I had heart trouble
with χ I took Kodo! Dytpepjia Cure for about four
month* and It cur··4 me.

in

and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy.
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
"
All Counterfeits, Imitations and " Just-as-good are Hit
the
health of
and
endanger
Experiments that trille with

Motley'* Flrnt London Dinner.
When Mr. Motley, the historian, was
American minister to London he had
trouble at his first dinner parly. Mr.
Levesou-Gower says: "At that time
couples were sent in to dinner In pairs,
but nobody's place was fixed. Unfor-

some

order

The Kind You Have Always Bought» and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of

appoint

and transact such other business as may properly
before said meeting.
South Paris, July 20, 1908.
GEO. A. WILSON.
Referee In Bankruptcy.

Licensed Taxidermist,

come

NOTICE·

The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
has been duly appointed administratrix of the
estate of
A.C.THOMAS KING, late of Paris,
In the County of Oxford, dcreascd, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, ami
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
ALICE M. HALL.
July 18, 1905.

gentleman of fair duration to travel
#130,00» capital. Salary $1,07'-' pel
Λ<Ι<Ιπ!»β
year ami cxiiensce, paM weekly.
Μ. Γ Κ KC'IV Λ I,. .South Karl», Me.
La«ly

MASONIO BLOCK,

ΓβΙβρΗοπβ

for

NORWAY.

Connection.

a

or

llrm of

QUAKER RANGE

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
HORATIO WOODBURY, late of Parts,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto arc requested to make pay
ment Immediately.
ALTON C. WHEKLKR.
July 1», 1905.

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed executor of the
last will and testament of
EMMA D. RICHER, late of Waterfonl,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bond· as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased arc
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
ment Immediately.
July 18, 1905. CHARLES M. COOLIDGE.
NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
his been duly appointed executor of the last
will and testament of
MARGARET BROWN, late of Paris.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement,
and all Indented thereto are requested to make
payment Immediately.
JAMES «. WRIGHT.
July 18, 1905.

NOTICE.

The

Dn

50 cts.. w..k..

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE

--

In any

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he ; ι
1 'or
îas been duly appointed administrator of the

JuumMtoe:

,nd

Variety Store, Norway.

HIRAM W. F1FIELD, late of Pari·,
in the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
l>onds as the law directs. All persons having
lemands against the estate of said deceased
ire desired to present the same for settlement,
ind all Indebted thereto are requested to make
savaient Immediately.
(i SO RUE A. WILSON.
July 18,1906.

llt,tfMARy

without bolts.
50 cts.Down

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
ias been duly appointed executor of the last will

8. PARROTT, late of Oxford.
η the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
Kinds aa the law dlreeta.
lemands against the estate of said deceased are
lealred to present the same for settlement, and
01 Indebted thereto are requested to make payDent Immediately.

in the

QUAKER MODEL are easy
to remove as they are put

The subscriber hereby gives notice that she hns
lieen duly appointed executrix of the last will
and testament of
LUCBTTA M. WINSLOW, late of Paris,
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said de
ceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
make payment Immediately.
LIZZIE A. MILLETT.
July 18,1906.

ind testament of

rails

nickel

quantity desired.

CAR LOAD

LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,

;

ALSO DEALER IN COAL. AND WOOD.

J. X. fABBOTT.

I

I

\

